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was in advance of Colonel
Ferguson's
body, and encamped at a place known as
Green Spring. This information caused Colonel Clarke hastily to resume his march.

party

JOHN T. OILMAN, |
JOSEPH B. HALL, I iLclltorsis

It

well that lie did so; for upon the evening of the same day a large party reached
Mrs. Dillard s, commanded by Col.
Ferguson
himself. The good lady—the mistress of the
house—was ordered to prepare supper for the
officers. This task she was
obliged to perform,
though it may readily lie conceived that it was
not discharged with such
alacrity and willingness as had marked her exertions while catering for the stomachs of the patriots.
\\ bile attending upon her not
very welcome
guests, Colonel Ferguson suddenly fixed his
eyes upon her, and asked:
hat time did Clarke and his men leave
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lii« two hundred picked men were
running ii
every direction. But a few seconds had elapsec
after he reached the scene of conflict, before
his horse was seen (lying madly from the Held
without a rider. Notwithstanding his disguise
he had been shot through the right arm, and
when next discovered, his right hand hung
useless by his side; lie had lost his w
ager, ami
paid it,
This event encouraged the drooping spirits
of the patriots, and dampened the ardor 01
their enemies; and yet owed its success to the
energy of a heroic woman. Tile surprise party was remembered with chagrin by Colonel
Ferguson till the day ot his death.—[Flag ol
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question did not take Mrs. Dillard
tirely by surprise, and she immediately
plied:
“Quite early this morning.”
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the Treas-

urer, left here on a visit to his home in Damariscotta. on Friday. Ho was quite out of

health, suffering under a billious attack. He
is a most faithful public officer, and has, as he
deserves, the entire confidence of the Presi-

physician prescribed

the salt air
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Maine,

attracted great at- ■
tention as they marched up Pennsylvania Av- |
!
enue, on the day of their arrival. They have 1
heen already placed in a Brigade, and have
i
gone into camp at Arlington Heights. It is j
said that they will soon be pushed forward Ui |
the field. Stirring limes are at hand.
j

Were I to attempt to give you even a tithe
of the rumors with which the public ear is
vexed, time and paper would fail. I therefore

She led him into the yard, and with an unwonted exhibition of docility, allowed himself
to Is* placed in a position favorable to being
mounted. Mrs Dillard sprang lightly to his
back, without stopping to saddle him. Tlie
moment the animal felt iiis burden
firmly upon
him, ail hi* life and animation returned. Tlie
heroic rider turned his head in tlie direction
Colonel Clarke marched; lie reared gracefully,
pauaed an instant, and then ohcvimr Hie nun
of the ruler and his own generous impulse,
sprang steadily away, rejoicing in his strength.
He did not slacken his speed, and as if coucious
that a woman's weak hand guided him,
gave
his mouth readily to the hit.
Mrs. Dillard never forgot that
gallop by
night. The Americans hail pushed on rapidly
during the day, which made tin- task our hemine had undertaken not a light one; and
though site swept on at a goodly pace, it lacked
an hour of daylight when she reached the bivouac of Col. Clarke.
At that time a sentinel
heard the tramp of a horse in full
gallop, and
cocking his musket, cried :

“Who goes?"

“It is me,” replied Mrs. Dillard.
“Who’s me ? stand, or I will tire !” rejoined
and
subscribe
cease,
myself,
Tours,
the sentinel.
“Take me to Colonel Clarke’s without delay,”
said the lady, hurriedly, and breathless with
exertion. “You are till in danger—destrucTIIE SURPRISE.
j tiou bangs over your heads—be quick !”
The sentinel hesitated a moment, and then
A BEVOLtTIOXAIlY SKETCH.
; conducted her to the presence of the Colonel.
The following incident will Illustrate the
“You must fight or run !” she exclaimed.
fact that one of the softer sex, by her heroism, 1 “The enemy, under Colonel
Ferguson, will be
energy and self-devotion, may accomplish I upon you immediately, and they are strong.”
much. At the date to which we allude, the
“We will lie ready to receive them,” replied
Americans were struggling for independence.
Clarke ; thanks to your heroic devotion to libBy a series of misfortunes their cause m ils firty.”
nearly lost in the South. The most sanguine
of
“Ferguson has thrown forward a
began to feel discouraged. The tories were two hundred picked men to surprise body
and enfearfully active and the country was suffering gage you till lie comes up to finish the
victory,
all the horrors of civil war.
and assist in the work of slaughter.
Depend
Colonel Ferguson, acting under the orders
upon it, you will receive but little quarter, if
of Lord Cornwallis, was ravaging the frontier
they accomplish their purpose.”
towns, and inciting the tories to take up arms,
“I know them t1 mi well to expect it,”
replied
which they were not slow in doing. Colonel
tile Colonel, and
instantly issued orders for
Clarice, of the Georgia volunteers, having been the men to get under arms. In an
incredibly
informed that a large party of loyalists were •short time
in liatlle arthey were drawn
recruiting for tile horse service, resolved to ray. i he enthusiasm of the up
solders obliged
battle their intentions, and with that
object in Mrs Dillard to ride the whole length of tie*
view put his men in motion, and marched tolines upon her spirited steed, while
every muswards the scene of operations. His command
ket was brought to a “present,” and
every
numbered two hundred men. On his
he
sword
to
tile
way
position of a military salute to a
stopped for refreshment at tile residence of superior. She performed this feat
gracefully,
Captain
officer at that time acting
amt felt more than rewarded for her
exertions,
with him as a volunteer. Mrs.
Dillard, a by tlie gratitude ol her gallant countrymen.
sprightly, intelligent woman, received them
A few moments before the dawn of day, the
very handsomely, and refreshed them with the
advance of Ferguson’s hand came
up; but
best her larder could afford.
This was done
their surprise and dismay were
cheerfully ami with good will, for she was os when they found the Americans inconceivable,
ready to repatriotic as the staunchest whig among them.
ceive them. At the first lire many of those so
hde receiving the
of
Mrs.
Dilconfident
ol
a
hospitality
victory short time lifore. ceased
laru, non I was brought to them by one friendto exist.
ly to the cause of freedom, that a scouting
When Ferguson came up, the remnant of
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For sale at the above store by
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books.
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June 23.
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J.

WAREHOUSE !
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t ii o n p s «
Is prepared to receive orders for

Free Stone,

Marble,

EmIbblinhrd in 1825.

Work.

Marble Chimney Pieces,

Premium Blank Books on hand and made to order,
of every variety of style and finish. From our long
experience, we arc enabled to offer to the trade and
our customers
bargains in quality and prices,
than can be found in any other establishment in the

je23tf
J. L.

Our stock of

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF
Cock;*,

Steam

\

PAPERS

manner.

AND

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
I tf Order, solicited.
j<3)—3m

63 Exchange Street.

BLANK

23,1862.

ACCOUNT
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BOOKS!

Commission

Manufactured and for Sale by

BAILEY
66 AM) 6S

&

FLOUR AND

EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

attention

PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS'

STATIONERY.

GARMENTS, by

A. D. REEVES,

Letter, note. Cap and Record papers, Envelopes—
white ami buff. Gold Pens, 8 tee I pens, Ac., k c. Every article at lowest rates. Wk Boy for Cash and

EXCHANGE STREET.

98

Portland, Aug. 8. 1882.

Sell Cheap.
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BAILEY Al NOYES,
58 Exchange Street.
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PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL LimB*,
»

-A I.HO,-

Sheet Ontta Percha for Splints,
AND CRUTCHES,
FOR
SALE.
SPXCltlE.V LIMBS MAY BF. SFF.S AT
373 rongrea* Street,
aujrtdif

Portland.
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“The Governors of the several States

are

I

hereby

23.

head of
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and Plated Ware,

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

•#*Coat and vest makers wanted.
Tortlaiul. .lum- 2.1. MR

SIGN

PORTLAND,

|

d.3in

WILLIAM
A. PEARCE,
PliTI M B K U,
-maker or-

OF MERRILL’S WHARF.

(’oninarrrial Street.*
W X. H. II.
1 11

Middle

Street.

Portland, Me.
je2.lt f

HATCH,

HARDWARE

AMI SILVERSMITH.
Also, Dealer in Walchcs, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
rortland, June 23,1862.
tf

HATH

AT

169

STREET,

MIDDLE

Where, for thirty days, may be found

$200,000

an

assort-

$ 10,000 in any One Risk.

Bath. July 3.18«2.

Hardware,

SHUTTLE.

Cutlery, Glass, &c.,

All of which must be

sold, to close up the business,

J. II. BiCKNAM, Afft.
Minn mv.

rllllK FALL TKltM of this Institution will comJ meiice WEDNESDAY, AUGUST27th. and continue twelve weeks.
Board of Instrctctiov.—Rev. S. If. McCoIlester, A M
Principal; C\S. Pohes. A. P»., Associate
Principal; Miss E. L. .L>rdau. Assistant*and Teacher
of Music; Mrs. S. F. McCollester. Assistant; Miss
II. M. Lyon, Teacher of Uruameutal Branches.

Tuition.
Common

Every Machine fully Warranted.

English Branches.94 00

ft 00
Higher
Higher English. Latin, Greek and French,. 6 00
10
00
Music, with the use of Instrument,.
Drawing, Paiutiug and Writing, extra.

CUTLER, General Agents.

Board per week, including all but wood and lights,
92.00 Good room rent, 20cents per week.
All letters of inquiry may be addressed to the un-

& GO Middle St root,

t«. M. STEVENS. Secretary.
3wd&2tw
Westbrook Seminary. Aug. 11.
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Equitable

Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

Of Providence.
1’ttnrrrT SicrutTY, which ought always to be the
consideration in effecting insurance, 'ia here ottered to the public, at the fonvsi rotes qf premium
adopted by tnuiui amt rrsponstb/e companies.

jint

Office in "Boyd's Building," opposite Post Office.
June 24.

d&wtf

P o Ft T I, A N D

Mutual Fire Insurance Company.

policies

are

Office

Please

IOi

Middle

Street.

CHARLKf* HOLDEN, Prttidml.
Edward Shaw,

U. S. Hotel, and examine.
Is an active poison—it kills instantly.
It is easily prepared and used.
There is bo danger of its being mistaken.
It stops locomotion—they cannot get away.
Each sheet will kill a quart ot Hies.

d6w

and

DANA A CH>.

Aerdary.

June 23.

.

Of kf Ft
kf
O"

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
-Cash Capital and Surplus. (750.000.

Of New York.

upon which six premium* have been
renewed annually tree of premium to the
holder.
policy
Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain tlic term* before iusuiiug elsewhere.

former

bis

..I Sail.
SACKS Liverpool Salt afloat
store for sale by

Republic Fire Insurance Company,
Cash Capital and Surplus. (417,000.

Of New York.

pany.
All

city,’he will sell them
StO Per Cent. Less

IGMI I. ( LtKRL.
Portland, An*. 1.

National Insurance Company,
Of Bostou.
Cash Capita! and tiurplua, (500,000.

paid,

Than they have ever been sold in this place.
call at
No. Ill FEDERAL STREET,
A few doors east of

PORTLAND, ME.,
Agent oftlie following First Class In*urance»Co's:

TIIUIS Company continue to in*ur« property on
JL terntx as favorable as those of any reliable com-

IN A SUPERIOR STYLE.
Ashe does not intend to
came to this

IH8USAICX.

LIGHTNIN U

rpHE
openedA Warehouse for COFA KINS and CASK KTS.
larjre assortment con-

prices before lie

dftra

HAKRE.X SPARROW,
ear, mf Eichaa,e Su,

dersigued.

a

at

E. C. HYDE. Secretary.

OMcr 74 Middle,

miXMBMI

ELIPTIC.

FIRE

0

Jul23—1m

hand and manufactured

Wm. Drummond, <i. K. R. ratten,
Sam i 1. Kobinaon, K. K. Harding,
Arthur Bewail,
J. 1*. Morse,
Lewi* Black mer,
David Fatten,
S. A. Houghton,
J. 1*. Jameson.
E. K. HAKDIXfi, President,

John Fatten,
Oliver Mow,
M. ¥. (•auiiett,
J H. McLHlau.
Jaa. F. Fatten,

..

i before Sept. 1.

ou

;

they

ment of

!

stantly

•

OFFICE UNDER THE &AGADAK1QCK HOUSE,
FRONT .STREET.
TllHE PmUeit and Dinrtorii of the Hath Mutual
X Marine Insurance < oinpauy give notice that their
Capital Stock amount* to

COST !

-Ill AT-

CLASS

subscriber lias

MUTUAL

Karine Insurance Company.

DIRECTORS:

arranged

manner, and all orders in
country faithfullv executed. All
kinds of Jobbing promotlv attended to.
Constantly on hand, Load Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of ail kinds.
jul>29dly

Portland, Mr.

Manufacturing Jeweler,
Ij

a

are prepared to make insurance on the
Iliutuai nrilKMIlif Misainiit ma rills, risks l.lit .IV emslina

set up
town or

Ill Federal Street, Portland.

Corn, Flour and Grain,

INSURANCE.

And that

and Siirer Plated fiicljr.

YORK STREET, TORTLAKD, ME.
jt-23.lt f

HEAD

IF~ Frogs Served to Order.

-i

58

of the Season

Served up at all bourn.

-TO PfKCnASE-

Sugar Refinery,

DEALERS IN-

Every Delicacy

SECOND VEAI! «.f thl* School will co«iTuesday Sept. 2d, 1*12.
advantages for instruction in this school are
excellent. The number of scholars will be limited,
and every possible attention be given for tbeir im-

Street, Portland, Me.

Dcscriiitiou of Water Kixtnre for Dwell*
I^YEKY
iug Houses, Hotels. Publie building*. Ships. Ac.,
and
in the best

STORE It &

PORTLAND, ME.

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

•s* Meals to Raiifl.AE Uoauukk. at Reitueeil Rate*.
tipeu every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to 5
o'clock.
jc23rdtf

The Lant Clianee

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

PORTLAND. Mb
_Julldtf_
A NEW COFFIN WAREHOUSE.

ALREKT WEBB A CO.,

MILK STREET,

provement.

!
j

JOHN It. ItltOWV A: SONS,

$20.

dtf

For reference* and further information, send for
! circular to
N. T. TRUE, M A
Proprietor anil Principal.
<IA w4w6
n.-tlM-l, .Inly SBth

dtf

SLOAT

ADAMS, Proprietor.

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,
No. 7

me nee on

ME.

June 23.

CHAR. U.
Je23—3m

11IIE
The

THOR. LYNCH.

Half Way I)«wu Willow- Street,

FOR BOARD BY WEEK
OR DAY.

TINE AH-LE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

HIGHLAND BOARDING-SCHOOL
FOR ROYS,
IS BETHEL, MAINE.

138 and 140 Middle Street. Portland.

PAINTER,

mf

Served to order.

State, purchasers can find almost any variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to their different wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outlie at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind ; and the subscrilier is confident that,
combining
as he doe* the various branches of
house-furnishing
business, he can offer goods at prices that will uut
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.

WILLIAM « APEX,

eeraer

TURTLE SOLI*, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.
BROOK TROl'T aadall kladsaf GAME

of which atteution is especially invited.

rilHE attention of purchasers is invited to the large
JL and dusirable stock of llouse-keepiug Goods now
in store, as above, comprising as it does
nearly every

EH1PIKE

fsafress,

ME.

MODERATE.

JOHN

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS,

Widgery’a Wharf,)
BARKER,

mm

PORTLAND,

THIS is the largest Hotel in the
State, possessing ail the modern improvements, and
tirst class in every appointment.
TERMS

Of a great variety of pattern*. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that the market affords—Silk. Satin, Linstyles. Also

Portland, Mr.
LYNCH,

JOHN

BUMMER SEASON8 !

en, and Cotton—many rare and unique
au assortment of the nicer qualities of

CO,

Grocers,

«i

Preble Streets.

For I)re*s and Frock Coats, embracing tin* nicer
Freuch aud German, as well as the cheapsubstantial inbrics. Elegant Black and Colored,
l’lain and Fancy

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
(Opposite

Bitaaled

er

General Assortment of

FIRST

CARRIAGES TO LIT

PREBLE HOUSE,

qualities of

GRANITE STORES,.... COMMERCIAL STREET,

and General Order No. 28 is amended

dtf

AND

R. I>. MERRILL,

LYNCH A

"Wh-oleseule

mm: MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purJL chased from the Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing towu of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of £20 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by calling on
EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
uut*

personally

JOHN BOKO.

AND

Nearest

JuI16—3m

DOESKINS!

June 23, 1SG2.

PBOFRIETOR

Lmreesl, most central House in the city.
to Kail roads and .Steamboats.

In his new stock are comprised Fancv Cloths for
Spring Overcoats aud Business >uit». Rich Black aud

Sewiiijaf-Machinem.

JOII.X

accordingly.
II. —Field officers of volunteer regiments raised in
of drafted meu for nine months* service, will
place
lie elected by the captains and subalterns of the respective companies composing the same.
III. —All men eulisting alter this date, whether for
three years’ service or for nine months’, hi the place
of dratted men, will he credited to the towns in which
they reside, and not elsewhere.
Per order of the Commander-In-Chief,
JOHN L. UllDsDON, Adjutant General.
d3t
August 23.

J

MKKKILI..

□IMOOR

M. SHAW,

Has prepared himself by selections from the New
of Goods recently imported in New York aud
Boston, to meet the requirements of his customers
aud the public as to
FASII ION ABLE CLOTHING FOR THE STRING

To all

attended to

aujfftdly

Adjutant General's Ofnk f,
l
Augusta, August 23, 1882.J
GENERAL ORDER No. 37.
I-—The enrollmrnt required tinder the directions of
General Order No. 28 will be made in accordance
with the provisions of the act of Congress
of.Inly
17, 1*82, entitled “an act to amend the act calling
forth the militia to execute the lawi of the Union,
suppress insurrections and repel invasions, approved
February 28th, 1795, and the act amendatory thereof,
and for other purposes," which provides that the enrollment of the militia shall in all cases include all
the able bodied citizens betw<>eii the ages of eighteen

Middle Street, Portland.

s,

HOUSE,
BAXUOR, ME.,

Styles

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,
a

an*

£

137. MIDDLE ST..

Dealer in

Cillery,

respectfully

friends, nml the

numerous

hopes

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

Britannia Ware, Table

to his

inrmdied this well-known house anew, and ia
now tietter than ever
prepared to wait upon his customers. mod
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the
petrouege which he hse
hitherto received.
u. jjAYu
l’assadumkeag, June 23. 18152.
dAwtf

BTHOMI8

FF'arm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash lit arts. Brass

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

I. I>.

Haiigor,

102

3? la U M B E B

iu the besd maimer.
All orders in city or country

of the commandants:"
// is ordered. That the id act's designated in General Order No. 32 of this department, viz: Portland,
Augusta and llangor, will In* the rendezvous of the
drafted militia of this State, and volunteers in lieu of
draft; and the following gentlemen have been ap|H»iuted commandants thereof, compensation to Ik*
determined bv the War Department.
John L>nen for the rendezvous at Portland, which
will be known as “< amp Abraham Lincoln."
George W. Ricker for the rendezvous at Augusta,
which w ill be known as “Camp E. It. Keyes."
Gideon Mayo for the rendezvous at
which
will he know’ll as “Camp John Pope."
By order of the Commander-iii-Chief.
JOHN L. ICODSDON,
«22d3t
Adjutant General.

HOMESTEADS FOR

uM

RUBBERS.

nouiico

MAINE.

would very

,■public generally, that during the temporary
,--—■cotiipulswry
suspension of his bu-m. ss ho
na*

^Merchant Tailor,

Portland, Me.

ADLAM, Jr.,

set un

names

forty-five,

t

Water Closets, Urinals, Faroe and Suction Pumps,
Both Boilers, Wash Hotels, Silver Plated If Brass
Cocks, of nil kinds constantly cm hand.
ty All kind* of fixtures for hot and cold water

requested forthwith to designate rendezvous for the
dratted militia of said States, and to
appoint commandants therefor, and to notify the Secretary of
War of the location of such rendezvous, and the

and

a

and

WM. C. BECKETT.

-DEAIKK IN-

No. 124 Exchange
UtKilllYlljftj

MW*

HEAD gUARTKRS,
Adjutant Gexual’i Office, I
Augusta, Aug. 2U. 1*82. I
GENERAL ORDER. No. jm.
In pursuance of the request of the Secretary of
War. eantaituni in General Order No. 99 of that Department, Sect. 2d of which is as follows, viz:

Drug

CHANGE OF SEASON !

usually needed iu the Furniture and Crockery
Departments. Being oue of the largest stocks iu the

Apothecary,

Square, h’d Preble St.

a

f

article

L. H. TITS'ONI B,

in

[THE subscriber

88 MIDDLE STREET.
As usual, keep constantly supplied with fresh
111 and fashionable Boots'and SHOES, in everr variety and style for gentlemen’s and la^^^dios wear, and invite all their old costumers
and the public generally to give them a call whenever they desire to replenish their “understandings.”
E. S.fJt Co. are agents for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k Gibb#SEWING-MACHINES.
»u*5—6md

N. B.—All work being promptly and personally attended to, in warranted to give thorough satisfaction.
j.-23t f

And

HERETOFORE.

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.

E. SHAW & CO.,

Watch-Maker,

SAMI EL

Term Modrrair by the Week ar
Day.
Bath, June 23. 1862.
dtf

FAS8ADUMKEAG,

No.

Block, fonerws Street,

Importer and

IIAUF,

usually kept

SHOES^ &

Me.

FURNITURE,

No, 3 UNION W

Portland, July 22. 1882.

B.—Large Ambrotype* only Fifteen Cents.
TRASK & LEWIS,

BOOTS,

The 8 AOA da hock is one of the
finest, most spacious. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within that*- minutes walk of the
Steamboat
Depot.
Landing, post Office. Custom Ifhuse. Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

LARD OIL,

nr State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
ood&wtoctl

PLAIN

Flour, Produce and ProvUion Business,

w

And all other articles
Taint establishment.

L. J. CRONS,

oval.

BROWN,

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL,

STREET..

woe

Where ho will continue the

or

AND

Parlor, ORamtoor

HAH REMOVED TO

NEW

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

dly

e m

C.

dtf

AND

^DENTIST,

Tailor,

large cities.

AND FANCY GOODS.

SUEtiEON f MECHANICAL

141 Middle Street,

given to CUTTING and

m

inviting

APOTIIF.CAniF.fr GLASS IT ARE. FOREIGy
LEECHES, SURGICAL I.VSTRUME.VTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS. BRACES, *
ELASTIC STOCKiyOS, fc.

UK. C. II. OSUOOD,

P. Champlin.

BATH. MAINE,
THE Citv
Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfuly situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, aud affords one of the nur*t
retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
e,

ENGLISH, FRENCH ANB AMERICAN FERFCMERT,

DENTIST,

3uid&

ME.
Ja’*

Long IVh’l,

CP~ Order* by mail or express promptly executed.
augrteo4l3tnlamw

Clapp's

SAC3ADAIIOCK HOLSE,
Proprietor,

AltVed Cyfxmr,

GENUINE MEDICINES,

One Door Kant of Chnal Hank.

So. 8

PROVISIONS,

Q. Twitched. juWlch'.m

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

orr. OLD CITY IIALL.-PORTLAND, ME.

Boys, Boys, Boys.

We make to order everv kind of Blank Book used
bv Banks, Insurance and Railroad
Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and C'ouutiug Houses.

60 and

merchants,

PORTLAND,
John

-I*KA J.ICR IX-

—

Portland,

jc25*'8w

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

JOSEPH HAL*.

No. 117 Middle Street,
Aug. 15.
ly

Proprietor.

.ea-batbing and water rxcursiou.. A steamer rnng front Portland daily.
Experienced
in attendanc.

Me.

MIDDLE

BRACKETT,

OPEN for Genteel Boarder.—three tnllea
from Portland—within thirty rod. of the
Ocean—with yood opportunity, forti.hinff,

Block,

ENGRAVE Rj

85 Commercial St., opp, Thomas Block,

Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK’S ISLAND,
HENRY M.

J. F. KI( ll \m)SO\,

-AMD DEALERS Ilf-

A©YES,

Portland, June 23,1862.

Portland,

HAHPLIN,

dtf

Summer Retreat,

and Cabin Stores,

ORNAilIENIAL

886, Washixgtoh 8t„ Bath.
•.•Terms f 1 per day. 8tablc connected

Bath, June 23, 1862.

DK. II. KIMBALL,

PAINTER,

IIALL L. DAVIS,

AKI> DKALEKR IN

YEATOK,

nT,

H J&. 1ST s o
SIGN

HOTEL,
By C. M. PLIIMMEB.

with bouse.

Merchants!,

Corner Commerciul St. nnd

NO. 84 J

<!3wAw3m

BATH

1

MO t TL TO S' S DL OCK,

GAS FITTING,

Done in the be,t

every variety, quality and price, embracing all
the various styles of gold ptt]>ers manufactured, together with a full stock of Satins, mediums ami common paper*—the largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
every kind iu use at wholesale prices.

Portland June

Ship

Whole-

Works 6 Union St., and 233 A 235 For* St.,
jnUiltr
PORTLAND, ME.

Of

Thomas

DESIGNER

UCHINERT,

alve*. ripe*and Connection*,
sale or Retail.

STEAM AND

HAY,

w

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS,

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

Is selected with the greatest care from the beat Foreign and American Houses, and embraces every article needed for public offices, Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest price*.

ROOM

OW

of
this house, promises to spare no pain* to
accommodate its former patrons, as well as
his old friends and the public
generally.
Having had an experience of six teen years,
he thinks he can now “keep a hotel.'*
This house is one of the best in the
city, and very
^ locatw4 wn Coagress, corner of Green

j.o.tubby.

Particular attention paid to procuring Freightt,
and purchaidng ( ary or* and Charter« for vessel*.
dftwGmT
August 2, 18d2,

WIXSLOW, Agent,
MAWFACTURSK

STATIONERY

;

Commission

PORTLAND, ME.

v

ME.

dtf

PORTLAND.

AMASA T. C. DODGE,
HAV IJfG assumed the proprietorship

PORTLAND. ME.

—

^-^ATHAy BU88, Proprietor.

a
K». 1862.
Aug.

CITY HOTEL,

Y EATON & HALE.

JOHN

b^ter

State.

Ju!29dfcwltr

Federal Sin..

Corner of Pearl and

H.

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c.,

Soap Stone,

Monumental Work and

Iiwtun.i
ortiand,

BRIGS, MR STIFFS, GLASS WARI,

x,

Grindstones.

informs the
the above House,
federal Htreet. Portland, and invitethe travelling
community to call and see if
he knows *<how to
keep a hotel.” Clean,
airy room*, good beds, a well-provided table, attentive servants and moderate
charge* are the inducemeats he how. out to those whose
business or Vnleaaurv call them to the “Forest
City.”
on

Portland. An*. 23, 1M2.

H.

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

eodtf

Marble

—ANI)—

MOODY.

C

T*[^.
02^e/rtped respectfully
public that he ha* leased

DEALERS XX

M Commercial Street,

PORTLAND, Me.
AYIIREW

BLANK BOOK AND

DEALERS

WHOLESALE

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

£Q

PORTLAND,

iioisE”

Street"1

JOHN W. PERKINS & CO,

No. 6 Galt Block Commercial Street,

EXCHANGE ST.

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1. 18(12.
andtf

FINDINGS,

Jc80—3md&

Merchants,

AND WHOLE9ALE

and Families
with Medicines and
< uses renewed and vials refilled.
24. 18G2,
codGm

summer.

Gnssettings,

ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
60 Union, four doors from Middle
Street,

GENERAL

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

—

Elastic

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,

c.h.bkekd.

DOLE & MOODY,

usual.

Company

TUKEY,

IMPORTERS OF

—

If'KOM

J. GRANT.

BREED &

large and well selected stock of

November 1.1, l*a. lo May 1.1, 1««3, the
rate* of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No lire wood will lx* conveyed bet ween October lit.
1802, and May 1st, 18(3
An advance in tin* rate* of lire wood will take
place
next summer, but in consequence of change* in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the
will not be able
to take lire wood from certain place* on the line. *o
that should any |>arties make contracts for tire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next seasou,
they must understand that they willdo so at their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will lx* given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

represented.

as

aug4—Sincodft w

public patronage, trustiug
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
dispensary department, to merit the confidence

ME.

hand, and for Rale, at wholesale
market prices, in the crude state or manufactured, every dcscriptiou of
COFFEE,
SPICES,
CHEAM TAUTAR,
SALE HATCH,
SH EET HERBS,
tfc„
Packed in every variety of packages to suit dealers.
Cofee and Spices ground for the trade at

short notice.
All goods warranted

“*’in

Notice to Wood and Lumber .Tlorchaate.

STREET,

on

CONSTANTLY

HOTELS.

RAILWAy7~

GRAND TRUNK

Spice Mills,

PORTLAND,

poor,

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,
And solicit
share of

MISCELLANEOUS.

GRANT’S

*akcn store, >'•. 75 Middle Street,
Have
(I-ox Block.) and respectfully invite public at-

Express

and Picture

ju)30dGm

tucii

My notice of Charles Howard is dictated
the “fitness of things.”

a

exchanged.

tention to their

quiet,

His

Hair Mattrc*«cs renovated. ^Furniture reand varnished. (.'hairs ro-eaned in an immanner.
Second-hand Furniture bought,

croshaF*

—

dent.

or

Exchange Street, Portland.

New

Next door above the British and American
Office, where he will accommodate all who may l>© in
want of goods in his line, at very low prices.

(For the Portland Daily Drew.)

•V
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TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,

Done

PEW-CUSB-

IOSS, ifc., tfc.

NO 5a

BUSINESS CARDS.

13 dt 15 UNION

URNITURE,
Lmni|fi'», KcdMrud«,

SPRIXG-BkVS, MATTRESSES,

Has removed his stock of

lady demurely.

“The fact i«, I'm too merciful to these misguided men,” resumed Ferguson, lnueh gratified at tlie compliment paid to his
better from Washington.
generosity.
“1 ought to hang them all as fast as 1 catch
Washington, I). C., Aug. 24th, 1862.
them; hut I only make examples of tile most
Editors Press : —No liner Regiment ever
infamous of these miscreants.”
“It speaks well for your
entered this capital than the 17th Maine, and
humanity,colonel,”
added Mrs. Dillard, with a quiet smile which
I think I have seen the major
part of those
he did not observe.
which for the last 16 months have
no conversation now took a turn which inthronged
these thorougfares, and tarried waste!
ully at terested tlie hostess not a little. Wishing to
hear thufevliolc, she pretended to l>e busily enthe bidding of “strategy” beneath the rhemnatgaged in the room, and took no notice, apparnillicti
ently, of what was being discussed.
The 17tli Maine reached here last
“I think we might manage to surprise
evening,
him,”
dusty and weary, aud, after a couple of hours saiil Ferguson to an officer wiio sat near him.
e can cut them off to a
at the Soldier's Retreat, went at once into
man,” replied the
one addressed.
“They number but two huncamp on the lower or Maryland side of the
dred.”
east branch of the Potomac, and about two
“But they are armed with those infernal
miles from the Capitol. They are to
twisted rifles," remarked another officer.
garrison
“If we surprise them at the right time, they
the forts,as lam informed, which command the
cannot see to use them,” added
Ferguson.
heights beyond the Navy Yard, leaving those
“Perhaps we had better not converse too
who have been there for a
long time past to freely iu the hearing of that woman,” returned
the other in a low tone.
take the field, and enter the more active serv“She is all right,” said the colonel, and then
ice of the Republic.
Muine may well be
went on in a surpressed tone.
“Atory has inproud of such noble und hardy looking sons formed me in regard to Clarke’s
position, and
as these.
if we can fall upon him between now and
his
destruction
must be inevitable.
Gen. Iloward, the brave and patriotic Chrismorning,
I shall dispateli two hundred men in advance,
tian hero, arrived here last evening.
Alwho will attack him and keep him engaged
though slavery, and spades, and pickaxes have I until I come up witli the main body. I will
got his rightann, Ills heart is as strong in hope I wager my right hand upon the surprise.”
“It is well planned,” replied the otlicor. “I
and love for his country as ever. IIow many
sec nothing to prevent a
complete rout of the
I have heard, who saw him on the field of Fair |
! rebel baud. Hut I abhor their kind of warOaks, speak of his courage and coolness, in ] fare; they pick off the officers of a w hole regtones and words of admiration.
j iment in .■ short time, and iu this way either
secure a victory or cripple our
I have been somewhat surprised in not hearenergies. The
uniform and decorations of an ofticer an' his
of
the
of
the
General's
ing
promotion
brave
passport to another world the moment lie goes
into action.”
young brother—Lieut Charles II. Ilownrd—
“Too true,” answered Ferguson; therefore
who was so severely wounded in the G’hicalet us not neglect to disguise ourselves. Look,
We expected from Gov.
liominy swamps.
there is tlie means,” lie added, pointing to a
Washburn a handsome recognition of the servchecked shirt of Captain Dillard’s, which Mrs.
ices of this heroic youth. If lie had the dispoDillard had been engaged in ironing at the
sition, he has not had the physical ability, to moment of their arrival.
The officer laughed, and Ferguson drew on
push his claims. While the ambitious, those the
garment over his uniform. While this was
who look upon this dreadful war as the
opentranspiring, Mrs. Dillard quietly left the room,
of
a
career
for those to whom all others
resolved to save Colonel Clarke, or perish in
ing
the attempt.
have failed, have been busy at the wires,
poor
Her plans were speedily formed, for there
young Howaad has lain wearily on his back,
was not an instant to be lost in inaction.
Iu
languishing from bis wound. Now that he is the stable Captain Dillard had left a favorite
about taking the field again, how well deserved
young horse, full of life and mettle. He had
only to feel the bit iu his mouth, and his burwould seem to be some worthy token of recden upon his hack, to make him
impatient to
ognition of his prowess. The Governor has
rival tlie wind in swiftness.
He had been standing all day iu the stable,
certainly picked up now and then a man whose
loyalty has been for a long time considered at and was ready and w illing to snufl' the fresh
air, and stretch his smooth limbs. It was not
least & “little fishy.” Is it necessary to purquite dark. Mrs. Dillard unclosed the stable
chase now and then such a one by a shoulderdoor, and approached the horse, which, in his
strap? Hence came our Bull Runs, and our restiveness, was paw ing the floor with Ids forefeet. Taking the bridle from a
—other similar exploits. You may be sure
peg, she boldly
advanced, and witli her hand stroked his arelied
Gen. Howard knows nothing of this corresneck, and soothed his Impatience witli her voice.
pondent.'s notice of his brother. Nay, he is as He instantly became
and suffered tlie lamodest and self-sacrificing as he is brave.
dy to bridle him.

F

paired
proved

Book-Binding

F.

AND-

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Picture Primes, Piper Rangings Fiucy Goods, ic., te„

before this time,” was the reply.
“There is no knowing whether to rely upon
you,” said Ferguson, ill-humoredly. “The woman in this country are as bad as the
men;
they encourage their husbands and sons to resist the king's men, and incite them to the
Worst kind of rebellion.”
“The American women are not all alike,” replied Mrs. Dillard, adroitly concealing her true
sentiments. “Some of them have sense enough
to discern the signs of the times. For
my
part 1 cannot, for the life of me, see what the
whigs are fighting for; and I told my husband
so this
morning. The whig cause, in this unhappy country, is entirely lost.”
“Yes, lost beyond redemption!” cried the
colonel, striking the sideboard energetically
with his tlst. “It would require little less
than a miracle for them to gain possession of
South Carolina. There cannot exist a shadow of a doubt in any rational mind in
regard
to the real issue of the contest.”
“So I told the Captain,” added Mrs. Dillard.
“That was highly commendable. 1 hope he
manifested a portion of your common sense,”
said Ferguson.
“1 will tell you how he replied; he said lie
should improve the first convenient
opportunity to pay his respects to you.”
“Ah, he did? well, I will see that he has
good ushge, and a captain's commission in the
royal army,” returned the colonel.
“You are vpry good, I'm sure,” replied the

per square for first week,

PARKER,

A .71

AUGUST 20, 1802.

Manufacturer of

Union.

“Do you think we can overtake him?” con-

head of Amusements,

WILLI

S. II. CALCS WORTHY,

tinued the Colonel.
“I think not; he must have
gone along way

week,

CARDS.

UPHOLSTERER

BOOKS & STATIONKICT

enre-

MORNING,

-BUSINESS

sold

here?”
This

FRIDAY

in

C. W. ATWKIiL, Market Square, Portland, J
Genera! Agent for the State of Maine.
1
I
augl2M3w

eod3m

Book, Card

&

NEATLY

Fancy Printing,
EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

THE DAILY PRESS.

atd apologies for rebellion, anil denunciations
government were made to pass for loyalty to the Union and Constitution. Under the

Important letter on Kniiiiicipntion.
Eobert Dale Owen Is too well known as a
lile-long and radical Democrat, to need any in-

of tite Jameson men were in-

troduction from us to the intelligent men of
Maine. Mr. Owen lias recently addressed a

of the

PORTLAND, MAINE.

“spell”
Friday Morning) August 29, 1862.
REPUIHilCAN
FOlt

duced to turn square about, and cat the very
tilth which last year disgusted them, and pro-

NOMINATIONS.

GOVERNOR,

ABNEll COBURN,

vomiting from Winthrop Hall, and even
our usually sagacious triend Bradbury, w e lean
was made,
by the same influence, to regard a
conclave of conspirators as a|band of patriots,
duced

and to see in their machinations
to political glory.

OF SKOWIIEGAN.

We iiave

to Con grew,

Representative*
First District. JOHNN.GOODWIN,of8.Berwick.
For

some

Second JHstrict. SIDNEY PERU AM, of Pari*
Third District. J AM KS G. BLAINE, of Augusta.
Four t h District JOHN U. KICK, of Foxcroft.
Fifth District..FREDERIC A. PIKE, of Calais.
Old Second District—racancn,
THUS. A. l>. FESSENDEN, of Auburn.

seen some

short cut

a

exhibitions of this

polit-

ical mesmerism in our recent newspaper experience. While publishing the Batli Times—an
old Democratic paper—we were accustomed to
receive compliments from aelass of gentlemen,
who undoubtingly received the doctrine as we

it., ami would swear for our democall the saints in the calendar. But

exhibited
Senators,
F. JORDAN, of Poland.
Aroostook.. ..ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Fairfield.
(.Ycm6erfc«M<f..SAMUEL E. SPUING, Portland,
JOHN II. PIlILllRK K. Staudish,
DANIEL ELLIOT, Brunswick,
LEVI CRAM, Bridcton.
Franklin
WI LLI A M II. JOSS EL YN, of Phillips.
Hancock.AARON KMERst>N, of Orland.
JOHN MILLIKKN, of-.
Kennebec.NOAH WOODS, of Gardiner,
For

Androscay'n.CHARLES

....

IK LEG F. PIKE, of Fayette,
DEN N IS L. MI LLI K EX, of Waterville.
A'aox.N A HI AN A. FA R WELL, of Rockland.
GEORGE A. STARK, of Thomaston.
Oxford.RUFUS S. STEVENS, of Pari*,
GEO. B. BARROWS, of
Penobscot_JOSEPH L. SMITH, of Oldtown,
JOHN a. PETERS, of Bangor,
CHARLES BEALE, of Hud*on.
Somerset.ASA W. MOORE, ofDAVID I> STEWART, of St. Albans.
Waldo.B. M. ROBERTS, of Stockton,
JAMES P. WHITE, of Belfast.
York.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kittery,
GIDEON TUCKER, of 8aco,
LUTHER SANBORN, of Pareoiinfivld.

Fryebarg.

racy by
when we gave them precisely the same doctrines in the Press, without so much change as

the crossing
a t, bethe dotting
i,
cause it was labelled differently, they turned
up their nasal organs, anil complained of the
rank smell of abolitionism.
The label and
of

the

an

manipulator

of

or

We know

determined all.

dozens of such.

ami

They
anything,
digest like an ostrich, so long as “Democracy” is w ritten npon it ill the .hand-writing
of their controlling spirits. But let them find
an article labelled “abolitionism,” in the same
hand-writing, and though it be the wisest paragraphs in Washington's Farewell Address, or
the choice gems in Jackson’s proclamation
against nullification, they will make up wrv
faces, and reject it w ith the most superlative
! disgust. Such is the power of political messwallow

will

For County Commissioners,
I mt-rism.
Androscog'n. ROBERT MARTIN, of Danville.
Aroostook... .THOMAS J. BROWN, of Hodgdon,
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr*t.
Another Great Patriotic Demonstration.
Cwmkorimnd.. KEU BEN HIGGINS, C. Elizabeth.
Franklin_OLIVER PETTENG ILL, of Wilton.
Yesterday afternoon, at 2 o'clock, the bells
Hancock.BARNEY S. HILL, for full term.
RUFUS II. SILSBY, for vacancy.
commenced ringing, and rung for half an hour
Kennebec.EZEKIEL IIUBBAKI),Knor.NATft'L ALFORD, of Hope.
calling the people together in front of the Post
Oxford.ELIAS M. CARTER, of Bethel.
Olliee to take council together, and revive
.r. BATE IIKLDKK, of-.
Penobscot
Somerset.BKNJ. F. LKADBETTER. of
the camp-fires of liberty. Many of the busiWaldo.KEU BEX W. FILES, of Troy.
ness houses were closed, and patriotism became
York.DIM ON ROBERTS, of Lyman,
ALF RED HULL, of Shapleigh.
the business of the hour. In consequent e of
—

..

--

Sheriff*.
Aroostook.. WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield.
("umber land.. THOM A & PENNELL, Harpewell.
.ORHF1N DAGGFHT, of New Sharon.
Franklin
Kennebec.JOHN HATCH of Augusta.
Knox.S. W. LAUGHTON, of Appleton.
Oxford.HORATIO AUSTIN, of Canton.
Penobscot.... JOHN S. CHADWICK, of Bangor.
Somerset...'. .ABNER P. POWERS, of—-—
Waldo.J. I>. TUCKER, of Belfast.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Well*.
For

..

nr

V/Uuutj

aiioi

Cmkberland..MOSES M. BUTLER, Portland.
Franklin
SEWELL CRAM, of Wilton.
Knox.L. W. HOWES, of Rockland.
Waldo.E. K. BOYLE, of Unity.
....

For County Treasurer*.

For Register* of Deed*,
Androscog’n. WM. F. GARCELON, of Lewi*ton.
Aroostook-LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J. Q. A. BARTON. Southern District.
Cumber land.. THOMAS HANCOCK. Gray.
Franklin-8. P. MORRILL, of Farmington.
Hancock.JAMES W. DAVIS, of-.
Kennebec.J. A. RIt'll ARDS, of Augusta.
Knox.GEO. W. WHITE, of Rockland.
Oxford.ALDEN CHASE, of Paris.
Penobscot-JOHN RANDALL. Jr., of-.
Somerset.SAMUEL HOPKINS, of Skowkcgan.
* Waldo.MARSHALL DAVIS, of Brook*.
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.
For

Judge of Probate,
Oxford-ENOCH M. WI >t IDBURY, of Sweden.

Republican Caucus—Falmouth.
The

Republican* of Falmouth, and all other* who
support the State and National admiuisdration* in
the present conflict with rebellion, are requested to
meet at the TOWN HOUSE,on Saturday, Ana.:9Mb,

at 2 o’clock 1’. M
to make choice of a candidate for
Representative in the State Legislature, and to transact any other business that may pronerlv come before
them.
Per order Town Com.
d&tvtd
Falmouth, Aug. 23, 1802.

requested

to

at tue Town Hou*c iu *aid town on Saturday,
Aug. 30th. at 4 o’clock P. M., to nominate u candidate tor Representative to the S ate Legiidature.
d&w
Per order Town Committee.

meo;

Sliilo of Mainr.
Executive Depart* ext. l
Align.!., Align.! 30, 1-Tg. I
adjourned session of 1tie /ij-rrutifi- fV.unri/
will be held at tht> Council chamber. In Align.ta. on Tuesday the twenty-third day of September
next.
Alter!,
Joseph b. iiall,

AN

augtttdld

Secretary

of Stale.

ICffect. of PoUtlcnl Mesmerism.
A few years since we had

a

was

er

they

told

as

to

class of travel-

matter

statement—and feel and act

ladies tilled the

galleries
uo&nie

class.

Hull,
was

Portland

get w mini nearing
It was our ibrtuue to be of this latWe barely reached the door of the

while

oil

and anti-rooms, and

the

one

ui

speakers
were greek to
the street,and

of the most distinct

stand,

but his words

us; the distance.the noise from
tlie movement of hundreds of feet

on

the iron

stairways and the marble floors below, rendering it utterly impossible to distinguish any
thing hut the rounds of applause, which might
be heard the whole length of the street. To
indebted for wliat follows:
That after the meeting was called to order

friend we

a

are

speeches of thrilling eloquence by Hon. F. O. J. Smith, Rev. E. C.
Belles of the Universalist Church, Calvin
Record, Esq., of Auburn, and Captains Tolman
and Dooley of tills city. Soul-stirring music
At a seasonwas furnished hy the two bands.
aid hour the meeting adjourned till 7 1-2
o'clock in the evening.
it

addressed in

was

KVKXIXO.

again crowded to its utmost limits. The Mayor presided.
Telling speeches were made by Geo. F. Emery,
■>q., Miy. Jonii. Cilley of the Maiue cavalry,
who was severely wounded at Winchester,md
who appeared upon the stage with his arm in
sling; Geo. T. Child, of Mass., Mr- Boyd of
lie young recruits, lion. F. O. J. Smith, Rev.
II. Stcbbeus of the 1st Parish, Mr. E. C. Melow, Mr. Ambler, Hon. Charles Holden, and
dr. II. G. Cole. The speeches were generaly to the point. Mr. .Smith took occasion to
trend good taste by an attack ii[«>n the govrnment of the city and the business men of
*ortland, which w as shown to be entirety uualled lor, unjust and groundless, by statelents of facts made by the Mayor. But for
Ills, there would have been no disturbing eleicnt introduced into the meeting. It was
tateil that of the 241 constituting the nine
lontlis quota, nearly 200 are already received,
■evenil patriotic songs and glees were sung by
netnbers of the young recruits, several new
allies were added to the roll, several
patriotic
ieces w ere performed by the band, and at 10
'clock the meeting adjourned in the best of
pints.
At

an

[From

early hour,

the hall was

Regular Correspondent.]
letter from the Mute Capital.
our

tjfirern of nine months Iteyiments—liecruits
for old lleyiments—Appointments
Augusta, Aug. 20,1882.

how ah-urd the

precisely as if the
imagination were reality. For example—give
one of the subjects an
orange, ami tell him it
was a plug of tobacco, and lie would immediately commence to drool, am] slobber and perhaps vom'n, as though, instead of a choice
tropical fruit, it was the veritable Virginia
weed that he was passing into Ids stomach.—
Then the operator would change his manipulations, anil, giving the subject a raw potato,
or a skunk cabbage, tell him it was a
pomegranate, or a bniiaua, and lit; would chew it
with a perfect gusto, .wallow it down witli a
relish, and smack liis lips for more. No matter what was told the deluded dupe by the
o|>crutor, lie would believe It,, act upon his false
belief, anil thus become tiie mere tool of the
manipulator, under whose guiding will ail Ills

crowds which

so

nuiiarciis were

make them believe whatev-

them,—no

of those

well how to get up at the shortest
notice, when the occasion is not w anting. The

ing mesinerisers, more common tlian now, who
would bring their subject* upon tlie stupe, put
them into tin1 “abnormal state,” ami then so
control them

one

knows

ter

Jnrfw*wj’*.ISAAC C. CURTIS, of Lewiston.
Aroostook-SAM'L BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
('mmberland.. THOM A S H. MEAD, Itrldgtou.
Franklin-LEONARD KEITH. of Farmington.
Hancock.WILLIAM H. PIL8BURY, of--.
Kennebec.DANIEL PIKE, of Augu*ta.
Knox.ALDEN SPRAGUE, of Rockland.
Oxford.WILLIAM A. PIDGIN, of Pari*.
Somerset.ALBERT LEAVITT, ofWaldo.8. A. HOWES, of Belfaat.
York.JOHN 11ALL, of North Berwick.

are

multitude, escorted by Foppenburg’s and
Bauds, marched to the New City
Hall, which was soon tilled in every part. It

the

the Portland

distance.

For Clerk* of Court*,
Hancock.PARKER W. PERRY, of Ellsworth.
Kennebec.WM. M. STRATTON, of Augu*f*.
Somerset.111KAM KNOWLTON, of-

Scarborough.
The Republican* of Scarborough

indications of rain, and the breaking down of
tile temporary stage erected for the speakers,

Eos. Prkrs:—For the beuellt of persons in1 Tested, I will here state the mode by which
I

regiments raised for nine months service
ill be officered.

ic

As officers to be commissioned hi drafted
ompaniut,officers elect of the enrolled militia,
f

corresponding rank, will be detailed, and
le regimental officers for a drafted
regiment
ill is' elected by the Line officers of the regnent. In a company of volunteers, the others to be commissioned will l* elected
by the
■embers of the company, and the regimental

;

Ulcers of

regiment of volunteers w ill be
1 lccted hy the Line officers of the regiment, as
tli.i

a

one.,

a

of

..

l\

.l_t_...

Hence it will lie seen that the appointment
I I' these officers is in no respect in the hands of
jhe Governor, and I will further state, that

*».itli the solitary exception of surgeons for
political manipula- V olunteer regiments, none of the staff officers
tors who exert an almost, if not quite, equal ! j fa
regiment are appointed by the Governor,
control over the wills anil actions of their vic* n volunteer regiments,
chaplains are elecj
tims. There are all over the State a class of
il by the field officers, ami the commanders
persons—not large, it is true, and fast growing ; of companies. In drafted regiments, these ofeers are appointed by Colonels.
beautifully less—who have lieeu put into this
Quartorabnormal state, so that if you give them the
uistcrs, sutlers, hospital Stewarts, and the
soundest maxims of democracy, and the ma- I ou-eoinmissioned
staff, are appointed bycolonipulators sing out “abolitionism,” they will j els both in volunteer anil drafted regiments.
commence to imitTas though an African odor
J. C. M. Furbish, of jour city, Adjutant of
was troubling their olefactories, and
iudulgc in
te Oth Regiment,and Post
Aifyutaut stationed
ail sorts of demonstrations indicative of disere with Major Gardiner, has jioliti lj furgust, and sickness at the stomach. Under the
ished me, for publication in your paper, the
“spell” that is upon them, they are made to
•Rowing statement, drawn from records in his
gulp down tlie most loathsome and otfensive
of the dumber of recruits enlisted in the
, tllce,
political garbage, as a turkey buzzard will gobMate up to August 25th, for the old llegiblo down carrion; they arc ready to see in nei ients, and reported at his office:
gro bondage the very essence o! democracy,
2d, 110; .id, 78; 4th, 23; 5th, 13; 0th, 105;
and to recognize in the infernal rebellion,
ill, 10; 8th, 130; 9th, 20; 10th, 115; 11th, 254;
forced upon the country by a slave oligarchy
2th, 3; l.itli, 2; 10th, 9; Cavalry,95; 2d liatnothing more or less than the patriotic efforts
■ry, 10; 3*1,0; 4th, 0; 5th, 23; Oth, 11; Cuof the rebels to free themselves from the ty•signed, 21. Total, 1,021.
of
a
“black
republican” administration.
ranny
Tiie following appointments have been made
Changing the programme, we find, under
uce my last:
this species of jsilitical mesmerism, that nothWin. T. Smith, of Augusta, i-t Lieut. Co.
ing may be more offensive to the subject than
', 13th Regiment; Edward IL Wilson, of
the maxims of old-fashtoned demoeraey. Give
umlicrlutiil, 2d Lieut. Co. G, 13th Regiment;
him a piece of old Tom Jclfcrsou—an extract
v. A. J. Hates, of Lincoln. Chaplain, 2d
from his writings on the negro question—und
egiiucnt.
Skimmimiku.
the moment the manipulator sings out “aboli*()ne of the novelties near the Post Office,
tionism,” he easts it from him a- an unclean
thing, and heaves and vomits as though he
esterday, was a drum corps of the Tom Thumb
would throw up and relieve himself of even the
I'dcr, consisting of perhaps half a dor.en little
thought and remembrance of the author of
Hows, not much taller than a common driiinthe Declaration of Independence.
At the
dek, each beating a snare drum as though
recent convention in this city, the operators,
ie sal*atiou of the
country depended upon
|
»cli blow, They did well, however, in tnakby their passes and manipulations, brought the
convention into a state under which Dion
for
music
the
ig
recruiting tents—all they
julil do in their country's behalf, and when
Bradbury, the Iasi March eulogizer of President Lincoln, was swallowed down as the emI do as much in proportion to their means
bodiment of opposition to the administration;
it id ability, the country will bo safe.
Now there is a class of

1

•

letter to Mr. Secretary Stanton, on the question of emancipation, and to show his mode of

reasoning, and the views to which his logical
mind ha- arrived, we make below quite liberal
extracts.
an

opinion

It is not needful for

us to express
in relation to Mr. Owen’s conclu-

sions ; lie has expressed hits views in language
so plain and terse that, every intelligent reader

fully comprehend him. lie says:
My political antecedents are known to you.
Always a Democrat, but nevur a pro-slavery
democrat; opposed, in principle and feeling,
from my youth up, to human slavery, hut believing, until recently, that, in the interests of
liberty itself, it was the part of wisdom in the
North to abstain interference with the dangerean

fraught domestic institution of the South, and

trust to time for its eradication; opposed
ith a hereditary aversion, to war, I was willing to make any honorable concession that
might avert its horrors.
But political convulsions bring witli them
great lessons anil new duties. War could not,
under the Divine economy, have been permitted. as in all past ages it has been, if it had not
had its mission. But to attain the good it
brings, we must recognize its necessities.
Seven or eight hundred millions are spent.
At the best, as inueli more is likely to go. Two
thousand millions or upwards is not ail improbable total. That is half the national debt
of England; and the interest on it probably
at double the rate which she pays, will make
our annual burden nearly to equal hers.
If
tile war lasts tlirce years longer, these llgures
may Is; doubled. It must not last three years
longer, unless we are willing to risk national
to
w

bankruptcy.

How can the war be quickly and effectually
terminated? What guaranty is sulHeent that
it will not lie resumed?
Gradually, very gradually, as this contest
proceeded, have I been approaching the conviction that there is one such guaranty: The
emancipation of negro slaves throughout this
continent.
1 am not an advocate of revolutionary shortcuts out of difliculty. 1 am not in favor of
violating the constitution, by way of escaping
a danger.
There might lie immediate advantage, but the precedent is replete with peril.
Could slavery have lieen abolished, by northern action, while peace yet existed between the
North ami South without a violation of the
constitution? iu other words, without a revolutionary act? Clearly not. Can slavery be
eradicated now, in war without such violation ?
If emancipation lie necessary to ensure the
perfect pouce and safety of our government,
and if we are willing to pay all loyal slave
owners a reasonable price lor their slaves,
For no principle in law is better established
than this, that when important public interests
demand it, private property may be taken at a
fair appraisement, lor puplic use.
Ought we to declare general emancipation
coupled witli a provision for payment, to all
loyal slave owners, of the apprised value of
their slaves ? This question resolves itself into
another: Have things gone so far that the
Union in its peaceful integrity, and negro-slavery within its borders, can no longer co-exist?
That is TIIE GREAT QUESTION OF THE DAY.
I think it must be answered, even now, in the
alHrmative.
Have wc the means of paying loyal slaveIf we act
owners a fair price for their slaves?
now before a protracted contest inis exhausted
If we wait the terminaour recources, yes.
tion of a three or four years’ war, very cer-

tainly,

no.

In that price deportation must not lx- estimated. The South asserts that negro slaves
That is only so tar
are imlispeosible to her.
true, that site does absolutely need hired negro
workmen, and ought not to Is- deprived of
them. Her agriculture would, for a time, be
mined without them, lint no good man desires n settlement under which tiny section of
our country would t>c even temporarily ruined.
Suppose a declaration, to the effect that the
govenuent, urged by the necessity of self preservation, takes, at a liiir valuation, the slave
pro|*Tty of the South ! Will such a declaration, cause a negro insurrection and Indiscriminate assassination of whites throughout the
slave states ?
The result,so far, has clearly shown that the
negro, mild and long-,uttering, is little disused to resist, under an organization of lit- own.
Once assured of freedom, he will gradually
join our cause—that is all. He can then be
hired as laborer or soldier, as may seem lit—
payment being made tor him if his master
proves to lx loyal, and his services being conllscuted if these are due to a rebel. In all tills
we are clearly in our right.
Look now at the question in its foreign aspect, under the chances of European intervention. He these chances great or small, intervention may occur, and that ere long.
If it occur, its character w ill chiefly depend
upon what shall have been the antecedent action of our govennent in regard to slavery.

If, previously to such intervention, we shall
have issued a general declaration of emancipation, then wc shall stand before Europe as
the champion of human liberty, while our
enemies will be regarded as the advocates ol
human servitude.
Public opinion in England, in France, and
throughout Europe, generally, w ill then prevent the respective governments from intervening except in our favor. No European
Government dare to place itself in an attitude
*
of a slavery protector.
That a declaration of emancipation was not
issued a year ago, 1 do not regret. Great
changes must mature in public opinion before
they can lx1 safely carried out. Extreme
measures, to lx justified and to be effectual,
must often be preceded by long-tried conciliation. Yet in national emergencies it may be
dangerous to disappoint and to anticipate public opinion. And I confess my fears for the
result if decisive measures are longer delayed.
Stand w here we are we cannot ; and to go
on Is less dangerous than to retrace our steps.
We ought never to have proposed emancipation with compensation to loyal owners, nor
declared to the disloyal ns by law we have,
that their slaves shall lx liberated without
compensation, if we did not intend to follow
up tiie policy we commenced. We have incurred tlie odium : let us reap the benefit.
Nor do 1 perceive how we can free the slaves
of rebels yet reasonably ex pect to retain slavery in the border states, even in ease they persi>t in refusing the offer of the President. Having intervened so far, extirpation of slavery,
the only effectual policy, becomes the safest
also.
AH men in the North will not acquiesce.
Neither did all acquiesce w hen the w ar was
commenced, yet who that is loyal opposes it
now ?
And what would have been the result, had we waited, ere we commenced the
for
war,
unanimity ?
Home will fall off. So be it ! There is small
loss in tjiat. And there is some gain. Better
an open enemy than a worthless friend.
It js
time that men had taking sides. As things
now stand 1 see no use in conciliating the halfloyal. lie who is not for us is against us.
1 think the people are ready. I believe that
the loyal citizens of the North, with such small
proportion of exceptions as in radical national
changes must be disregarded, are to day prepared for emancipation. They have paid for it
in treasure ; in blood ; not by their option.
They feel that the sacrifice* they have made,
and have still to make, are too cant to have
been incurred, except hi purchase of a great
pledge of perpetual freedom and peace.

Reflecting men feel too, that such a pledge
is a national, not merely a northern, necessity.
The Knuth, exhausted and siitlcring, needs it
to the full as much as we.
She will soon perceive, if she does not already, that two parts
of one nation or even two parts coterminous
nations, can never again exist in amity on this
continent, one slave and the other free. Hhe
cannot hut sec that fugitmsslave-law difficulties, if no others existed would suffice to prevent this.
Is not the question whether a paper declaration, easily issued, will or will not he followed
by a thousand practical difficulties. The uprooting of au ancient and gigantic abuse always involves such. Nor should we be called
upon to predict in advance (for who can entirely foresee?) how each of these will ultimately be solved. The true question is, w hether greater difficulties, even insuperable ones,
do not he'd any other policy. Pressed home
as we an*, to avfiid obstacles is
impossible.
YVc can but select the least tnrmiduhle. Tin*
lives of the best of us are spent in choosing
between two evils.
When dangers surround us, we must walk,
in a measure, by faith. Let us do w hat we can
and leave to (Jod the issue. YY'e may trust
to Him w hen we enter His path of progress.
He aids those who w alk in it.

[From our Regular Correspondent.]
Getter from the National Capital.
Washington, Aug. 20th, l!Hi2.

Yesterday I made a short visit to the 17th
Regiment. They arrived here Saturday night
about 0 o’clock, and after resting a while tit
the “Soldier's retreat,” they took up a dine of
march to their camping ground, which they
reached about 11 o’clock, sufficiently tired to
lie down for the night, many of them, without
pitching their tents. They are put in charge
for the present, of certain Forts in Virginia,
over the east branch of the Potomac the llrst
of which is about two miles from the Navy
Yard.

There

for tlie

are

line,

ten forts in this

protection of this city,

One company is stationed at each lort, the length of the line being
some seven miles. The Iieadtpiarters of the

commands Alexandria.

Regiment is at Fort. C'arroilgibout 4 miles from
Washington. Is is a most delightful spot, and
we congratulate this noble Regiment upon being so pleasantly located.
Officers and men are also in tine spirits, and
and ready to serve in any capacity the Government may assign.
I have met with nothing yet that seemed so
much like Maine and “Gown East” associations, as the Headquarters of the 17th. The
officers of this

boys

the

Regimeut

are

such as will make

feel at home wherever

they

may be.

That Maine man, and especially Portland man,

hardly think that he was separated from
from the business scenes of his home, with
such men as Quartermaster Waterhousegmd his
would

What religious scet has been most afby the proposed draft ? The Shaken !
The President has accepted tlie resignation of Gen. Phalps, ill Gen. Butler's de-

Each

It is said that Minister

quested

to Ik-

recalled,

Dayton

has re-

The Provost Marshall of New Orleans
ieports 11,734 persons as taking the citizens’
oath, in that city, of allegiance to the United
States Government.
understand

that

a

blatant

secession

sympathizer was arrested at Gorham
yesterday by U. S. authority, who to-day, will
proahly make a visit to Fort Preble.
To-day and to-morrow, the twentieth
regiment will be paid their advance pay and
bounty by Maj. Ruble, and will probably leave
for the. seat of war, on Sunday.
ZT? We learn that Messrs. Wheelwright *

Clerk Mr.

officers and

ments, Is to be held at Sacearappa, to-morrow,
at 3 o’clock.
Messrs. F. O. J. Smith, Geo. T.

become

men

exclusively

so

dis-

tinct and separate.
These, Forts have been held

by the R. I. 9th
which left for their homes yesterday, their
time of service having expired. The famous
79th Regiment of New York, came up iu the
Nelly Baker, last night from Alexandria.
Their time of enlistment having expired.they
are mustered out of the service and on their
way home, where after taking a short rest,they

exited to enter the service again under their
old commander, Gen. Corcoran, and form the

right of his new Irish brigade.
Not only arc new Regiments arriving here
nearly every hour of the day, hut large squads
of recruits arc constantly pouring in to till up
the old Regiments.
constantly iooking after the sick and wounded of the Maine
hoys, here and at Alexandria. Darius Forbes,
Ihc sons or Maine here are

Esq., formerly

of the

connected wish the

Temperance Journal,now
Pension Department is

most assiduous in his lalmrs in this direction.
We visited Alexandria with him a few days
since, where all the wounded from Maine were
searched out, and their condition
to.
There are ten

inquired

in-

at Alexandria full of

hospitals

bed in either

unoccupied,
wounded,
The sick
us we are informed by the Surgeon.
are provided for in this city.
Geu. Hooker s Division had just arrived there
in transports from James River,and were witli
all possible despatch landed and rushed on
towards the point where it is now supposed
the great battle of the war is to lie fought.
the

not

a

Gen. Franklin’s Division, which was the last
to leave Harrison’s lauding arrived at the eve-

ning. Every

nook and corner of the

city was
join Popes

filled with troops on their way to
army. If 1 should forward you any contraband items, 1 suppose you would not publish

them, but I expect before this appears in your

columns, the Telegraph will have announced
one of the hardest fought battles, and one of
the most brilliant victories yet recorded. Rumors are rile here every hour, and are of such
a character as to keep up a constant feverish
excitement.

ready

Geu. Howard is here

to

take llie

field.

The correspondence between the President

Greeley is a topic of much converspeak for itself.
To-night, th*largest crowd that ever honored any citizen with a serenade is expected in
and Horace

sation—it will

front of Willards Jo listen to

day, Dr. O. A. Brownson.who
fully agreeing w ith the Presi“Capitol.”
dent in hits policy.
1’. S.—Letters designed for those ill tire 17th
Regiment, should be directed to Washington,
Fort Carroll, witli the letter of the Company,
17th Maine Regiment.
In directing letters to soldiers, it is very
important that the letter of the Company
should be Inscribed, as their distribution is
of the

ing topics

is understood as

much

more

There

Capitol.

readily made.

The Material for

our

It

was

the

same

spirit

which

A war

J. T. Gilman

to address the

to encourage enlist-

meeting,

and

others,

are

expected

meeting.

ZJF’ The increase of the receipts on the
Michigan Central road, for the Hirst three
weeks of the present month, has lieen $54,000,
as compared with the corresponding period of

to

was

re-

rife

in tlie Revolution, and which achieved so much
for rational liberty.

IT" The National Intelligencer states that
resignation of Gen. Phelps, of Gen. But.
ler's Department, was promptly accepted as
soon as It arrived, and that it had been deterthe

mined beforehand to recall him.

who has

himself—once in the Oldtown, and
Ellsworth Company, 5th Maine

once

in the

Regiment,
while that R ‘gimcnt was in camp iu this city,
last year; but was thought to 1k* too old, or
not quite rugged enough, or both, and was not
accepted. But, thank God, such men never
grow old, but will live fresh and youthful in
memory, in all coming time. He is now ready
to inarch wherever the exigency is severe
enough. Much as he has done, in giving up
his lads, he is yet willing to lay down his own
life, if need In*, to crush ont this infernal rebellion, and preserve our glorious country. Noble man—we reverence thy patriotism, and
self sacrilleiug virtues.
Popham celebra-

The train for the Fort

tion leaves this morning at 7 o’clock. It is
proposed to leave the Fort, on the return, at 4
P.

M.,

and the

excursionists will doubtless

reach their homes in this

city by

7 1-2

or

8

If the programme is to Ik* fully carried out, and all the speakers who have been

o’clock.

announced

expected, should respond,
Day—Dec. 22d—will Ik* reached
party is prepared to leave, and the
or are

Forefathers’
before the

celebration of both colonial settlements may
thus be

brought together. We have seen a
list of twenty-three expected s|H*akers, besides
“manyothers.” But though there will Ik*good
speaking there will be no horiuy. The exercises will not Ik* tedious, if they should be,
they can Ik* very easily escaped by a stroll upon

the beautiful beach.

going, by

red from

things in

store.

the

There

Let

no

one

be deter-

perfect surfeit of good
will Ik* a feast, but no

eod

Corner Smith ami

Congress Sts.

JOSIAH JIEALD, No. ill Congress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church,
Dentistuy.—Dr.

Portland,

I

augTdly

Me.

LAMB, M. D„
of Congress and Chestnut Streets,

and

Office, corner
Portland, Me.
l’krticutar

Surgeon.—11. A.

attention

diseases of the eye and

I Ter sP-armhip Teutonia at New York.]
Sailed from Liverpool lltli. II 8 8oule, Osgood, for
Gallo.
Cld 9th, Modalticn, Jackson, Halifax.
Ent out 9th, Lone Star. Mr Donald, Havana.
Eut out 11th, Florence, Randall, Boston Leona.
Williams. New York; < harles Cooper, Short, 81
John N B.
Ar at London 11th inst. Ionian. Wade. Maulinain:
i-aura. Wilmscn, New York; Reaper, Humphrey,

paid to Surgery, including
aug7—6n»d

ear.

llrightou .Market—A hr 28.
At market, 4^1 Beeves, 200 Stores, 6000 Sheep and
Lambs, and 320 Swine.
Prices—Market Beef—Extra 86 75; first quality
26 60; socoud do 96; third do 94 60 a 5.
Working Oxen—none.
Milch ( owh—994 a 51; common do 919 a 20.
Veal Calves—83 a 4.
Yearlings, 7 75ttS 69; two years old 915 a 16; three
years old, 919 a 20.
Hides, 86k a 7c %> tt>. Calf Skins, 8 a 9c |> ft.
Tallow—Sales at 7i a 7?e U lb.
Sheep and Lambs—92 00 a 2 50; extra 83, 3 60 a
3 75.
Pelts—87 a 91 00.
Spring Pigs— Wholesale 6c; retail 51 a OJc.
Fat llogs—4le \f lb.
Beeves are sold by the head, at prices equal to the
Value |> lb of tlie estimated weight of Beef in tlie
quarter, the same price, at shrinkage from live weight
agreed ou by the parties—varying from 28 to 34 per
Cent.
Number of cars over the different roads: Fitchburg
48; Boston and Lowell, 168; Boston and Maine, 42;
Western, 67; Total 325.

Akyah.
Ar 12th, Bradshaw, fish, Ibrai).
Cld 9th, JC Boynton, Fulton, Cardiff and Capo
Verde.
Sid 12th, Harraseeket. Waiter, New York.
Ar at Deal 9th, Reaper.
Humphrey, Akyab for
London; Byzantium, Robinson, London for New
1 ork; Garibaldi, Emery, do for do, (and all
proceeded.)
At do 11th, Jenny Lind, London for New York;
Ivira, do for Barcelona, (and proceeded.)
Ar at Falmouth 10th, M M Holt, Dodge. Glrentl.
Ar at Bristol Till Uth, Lucy Ellen, Soule, Trinidad,
(and sld for Bristol.)
Sailed from Newport 9th, Emma Jane, Evans, Rio

Janeiro.
Ar at Cardiff 8th, Daniel Kimball, McGoire, from
Bristol.
Sld 9th Colon, Davis, New York;
Kanigan, Reeck
^
into Milford 11th, Bell Barnard, Coombs, frn
C aid iff lor Boston.
Ar at Dublin 8tb, C F Eaton,
Carry, New York;
Dorcas Triuce, Lawrence, Portland.
Ar at Stettin 6th inst, Mary McRae,
Umgerford,

BROKERS* BOARD.
Stock*.—Boston, August 28,1862.
5.000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881).1011
6.650 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.104
16,550 .do.104
15,000 U. States Certificates of Indebtedness.,... 99‘
2.000 .do. 99
18.000 .do (endorsed).99
6,760 United States Demand Notes.107
140 L\ S. Coupons. August 19,.114
9.600 American Cold.1151
2UW0.do.116
Salk

Laguana.
Ar at Bremen 8th inst, Martin Lntber, Nichols,
Rangoon.
Sld from Hamburg 7th last, Humboldt, Boy sen,
New York.
Ar at Flushing 9th lost, Brothers, Kennedy, Buenos Ayres.
Sailed from Havre 8th inst, Enterprise, McLean,

of

New York.
Cld at Marseilles 8th Inst,
New York.
Ar at Genoa 8th inst, W 8

61ICIDE.—Mr.

iiniii-t i. lark

unable to move his limbs, but retains his mind
fully. It is not thought that he is seriously
injured internally, audit is ho]ied that he may
overcome the pafalysis now upon
him.—[Augusta Journal.
A teachers’ association

meeting
County, last week.—
Lectures were delivered by A. Lyman lame
Esq., of the North Anson Academy, and Hon.
E. P. Weston, State Superintendent of Comwas

held in Solon, Somerset

mon

Schools.

esting

The occasion

was a

very inter-

one.

7JT" A recent report represents Mr. Stanas declaring his determination to have the
draft proceed at tne time fixed for it, to show
the majesty and jiower of the nation, if for no
ton

other reason.

This resolution of the Secreta-

ry of War the Boston Advertiser warmly commends, and trusts that it will lie rigidly adher-

MARRIED.
In August* 23d inst. Mr. Charhw B. I L aid to Miss
Ardelia II. Scribner, both of Patten.
In Augusta. Mr. Win. H. Hardison to Miss Mary
A. Clark, both of Franklin.
In Augur-ta 22d inst, Mr. Currier Boynton to Mrs.
Fannie 8. Corbett, both of A.

lbs. although some stout fellows could squeeze
up to 240 and 250 ills. Tile exhibitor charged
a cent a squeeze, and seemed to bo be making
a

pile.
The

Gen. James

Newburyport Herald says that
Appleton, of Ipswich, died on the

25th inst., at the age of 77 years. He distinguished himself during the last war—acting as

Colonel—and particularly so at Gloucester,
where the troops were under his command.
At the close of the

he received the apGeneral.

war

pointment of Brigadier
~jf“There is a Washington

letter upon the
first page which contains an unjust tling at
Gov. Washburn. We did not notice it till the
article was worked oil'.

We shall be grateful

corresjxmdcnts if they will give us facts and
speculations, and leave to others all
such badness as that of unfavorable criticisms
upon the acts bf our most patriotic men. Gov.
Washburn has met his responsibilities like a
man and a patriot, and probably is as well informed in rulatiou to his duties as those who
are

six hundred miles distant

time

friend was arrested by that officer on the Boslit. reton train at Saco, ami brought back.
funded one hundred forty-one dollars, having

spent the 1 valance.

We are informed, howev-

too, lias now enlisted, and has given an order so that his confiding friend can
Much
receive the balance out of his pay.
er,

that

he,

credit is due to officer Hawkes for

ferreting

him out.

masts.

nn:i>.

and then says:
There is"n large number of government employee* in Portland, but if the tirst man has
enlisted, or provided a volmiltdfr as a substitute, tile tael has not come to our know ledge.
Patriotism i* not drawn from the

Aug —, lat 47 08 N, Ion 9 06. ship Mary Hammond,
Cardiff Juiv 2f> fur Singapore.
Aug 21. lat 81 86, lon*78 40. brig Harriet, (of Portland) from Cuba for New York.

Arey, from

In Sherburne, N. II., 28d inst, Mr. Potter Smith,
aged 64 years.
In Augusta 26th Inst, Mrs. Sarah E., relict of Thos.
*
Fargo, aged 63 years.
In Augusta 25th inst, John llawes, aged 66 years.
At Kendall's Mills 16th ult, Jane C. Tukey, aged 31

years 7 months.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
—--

4X

-*—

■

•

W eatb rook—Cane as*

IMPORTS.

The Republican* ami all others in Westbrook, in fb-

of «u»taiuing|tlie Government are notith'd to m<rt
at the Town House, on Thnrsdav the fourth
of September at 4 o'clock P. M., tor the purisme
of nominating a eamlidatu for Representative to the
Legislature, and the transaction of any other business that may couie before them.
1’er order Town Committee.
Westbrook, Ang. 29. 1*2.

ror

FICTOU, NS.—llrig Wenonab,

354

tons

in

coal to J.

caucus

day

L. Farmer.

SAILING OF OC EAN STEAMSHIPS.
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in Hie regular lines. The steamers for or from Liv*r|.«>«.| call at
except the Canadian line, winch call at

Queenstown,

WHOLESALE AHD RETAIL

Londonderry,

to arrivk.

^

Mug

13

Hibernian.Liverpool.Qtteb«*c.Aug

14
16
16
2d
28
27
3d

Ilammonia.Southampton.New

York

Persia.Liverpool.New York.. Aug
Great Eastern.Liverpool.New York..Aug
City of Washing'n.Liverpool.New York.. Aug
Asia.Liverpool.New York Aug
York Aug

leiitoina.Southampton.New

Australasian.Liverpool.New York..Aug

103 .KIDDLE

II.

Liverpool.Aug

27

Europa.Bostou.Liverpool.Sept

3
6

Hamburg.Sept

Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool.Sept
Liverp«H>l.Sept

Ac

SON,

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,

6
9

Liverpool.Sept 10
Liverpool.Sept 18
City
Asm.Bestow.Liver|M»oI.Sept 17
Teutonia.....New York. Hamburg.Sept A)

Works!

New

CAREY'S U. S.

NEWS.

MAII1N1-;

LOVELL

Which thev have just addl'd, to their former well «eiected stock.
show goods: call and see before
FfSo trouhl*
*.
purchasing elsew
Aug. 29th, 1*2.
dtf

City of New York.New York. Liverpool.Sept 6
Great Eastern.New York
Persia.
New York..
of Wasbing'n.New York..

Store,

PORTLAND.

And taken the store recently occupied by him, would
invite the attention of Mr. Goweil'* former customers, as well as their own friend* aud tin- public, to tho

Glasgow.New York.. Liverpool.\ug 8)
11ansa .New York Bremen.Aug !P>
Anglo Saxon.Qmbec.Liverpool.Vug .*)»
Ilammonia.New York

C.

ST.,

Having purchased the stock of
S. n. OOWELL,

TO IiKPART.

Scotia.New York

Goods

XDry

City of Niew York. Liverpool.New York ..Aug 13

Adopted by tho

War

Telegram

pout or roKTi. wn.

TACTICSj

Department; also,

NVnr

NXap,

pnbltahi'd for 25 coot,.
IIAI.L L. DAVIS,
33 Exchange Street
Hwt map

Thursday, August 28.
ARRIVED.
Wenonah.
Ilarriman.
Pictou. NS.
Brig
Sch Martha Grceuough, (Br) Stoddard, fm Wind-

Au*. 23. 1*3.

NS.
Sch Plymouth,(Br) Smith. Cornwallis. NS.
Sch Miry Jane. (Br) De xter, Chi v a lie, NS,
Sch t’ouuor, (Br) Peck. St John NB for Boston.
Sch Helen. Carroll. East port.
Sch L L Wadsworth, Clark. Bangor.
Sch Authracoptioria, Kent. Bangor tor Boston.
Sell Amelia. McGuire. Bangor for Boston.
Sch Little Republic, Kendall, Bangor for Haverhill.
Sch Freeport, Sawyer. Rockland.
Sell M rlroae. Kent, Saco.
Sloop Splendid, Small, Gardiner for Boston.

dtf

sor

SELECT_SCIIOOL.
A

No. »S High Street, Portland.
Instruction given in the Common and Uighcr English branches, Latin, French and Music.
For farther information apply at No. 28 High St.
A. If. DCRGlN.
aug29cod2w*

CLEARED.
(Br) Macoinber, Pictou NS, by

Sch Mary Jane,
master.
Sch I, W Pierce,
sene Oil Co.

Select School for Young Ladies and Misses will be
opened on Monday, Sept. 15th, at

City

Lsring, Philadelphia, by Kero-

of Portland.—Election Notice*

TV0T1CE is herebv given that in pursuance of War-

II rants from tin*
aud Aldcrtnru of the ( itv
of Portland. the inahitants thereof, qualified according to law to oti tor Blab and t »unit f officers, will
meet in their
Ward Rooms, or usual place*
DISASTERS.
of meeting, on Moudav the eighth day of September
Barque Amanda, (of Bancor) ( arl from New York
next
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, then and them
for Bristol, E, was spoken 2l*t, in lat 40 24. Ion 64 16
to give in their votes for Governor, four Senators,
with loss of foremost, main and tnizzen topmasts,
auil four Representative* in the State Legislature,
with all the sails ami rigging attached, having been
for County Treasurer, County Commissioner, County
in
the
hurricane
the
would
of
dismantled
19th;
put
Attorney, Register of Deed*, and Sheriff for tho
into Boston or New York for repairs.
of CuvulM-rland. and a Representative to CouCounty
and
the
erew
of
of
Jordan
Eastllohart.
brig
Capt
gross. The polls on said dav of election to remain
were landed at Scillv on the 6th Inst, bv the
open until four o'clock iu tho after noou when they
Iremen brig Jeannette, wfio took them off the brig.
shall be cloned.
The Hobart was abandoned in a sinking state on the
The Aldermen of said City will be' in opeu session
4th itist, about 8nn miles W from Scillv. She encounat
the Ward Room in the New City building (entered stormy weather, and ou the 2^th ult. when in i
trance on Myrtle Street) from nine o'clock in the
lat 47 20 N, ion 75 16 W. she sprung a serious leak.
forenoon
to tine o’clock in the afternoon, on each of
The weather becoming very stormy, ami the endeavthe three secular dav* next preceding said day of
or to get her to a port appearing quite hopeless, ahe
and from three o’clock to five o'clock in
election,
w as aoondoned and the crew, with nearly the whole
the afternoon on the last of said three secular
of their effects, were taken on board the Jeannette
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the
on the 6th lust.
cations of voters, whose uames have uot been enterLazaretto, Aug. 25.—The brig Abner Taylor, from
ed on the lists of qualified voter* in aud for the seveTrinidad de Cubr for Philadelphia, came to this staral Warils, aud for correcting saul lists. 0
tion this afternoon, and will Ik* detained for a day or
.1 M. HEATH, City Clerk.
tw o for ventilation, as she lost one of her crow on the
dtd
Portland. Angust 29, 1*2.
passage.

Mayor

Sob Merrill, Jotmon, Boston.

resjnetive

1>ort,

days,
qualifi-

DUMK9TII

PORTS,

rroposati*

NEW ORLEANS—Ar below 12th, brig Experiment
Gilbert. Baltimore.
PENSACOLA—In port 10th, bark Topcka.Church.

lor Tin ana

tiara ware.

received by the
undersigned at Augusta. Maine, until the 2d day
of Se|»t., 1*3. at 4 o'clock I*. M
for the following
articles, to be delivered in eoual quantities at Camps
"E. D. Keyes,” Augusta, “Anraham Lincoln.” Portland. and “John Pope,” Haugor, by the loth day of
September, 1*3. vij;

SEALED

BALTIMORE—Cld 26th, brig Canada. Bennett,

Brazil.
Shi 25tli, ship Idaho. Chipman, Swan Point, to finish Idg for San Francisco.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25th, brig Delhi, Darnaby,
Turks Island.
Below, baik John I*aysm*. from Key West; brig
Lucretia. from Mediterranean.
A r 20th, brigs Benjamin < arvor. Perry, Cardenas;
Irene, Cothu, Bath; sells White Squall, Sharp, from
Fortress Monroe.
Cld 26th. sells R W Dillon, for Fortress Monroe;
Knight. Gage, Boston.
Cld 26th, brig Irene, Coffin, Bath: sobs J C Brooks
Gritbn, and L W Dver, McDuflc, Portland.
ELIZA BETil PORT—CM 25th. sch Washington,
Ferguson. Fall River.
ALBAN Y—Ar 23d. sch 11 8 Barnes. Raymond.
Boston.
Ar 25th, scha Convert, West, ami Empire, Crosby,

PROPOSALS will be

9000 Tin Plates.
9000 Tin Dippers,
9000 Kuivcs,
9000 Forks.
Samples of tlie articles required may be seen at
Room No. 22, Slate House, Augusta.
ProtHisaJs w ill U- receive*! for (In* whole quantity of
Tin Ware, or for lots of uot less than 8900 sets; also
separate bids for tha.puiive* and forks.
Tlie undesigned reserves the right to reject all bids
if he deem* them tiu«afisfhctory.
THUS. C. J. HAlLY,
1st Lieut., 17th Inf., A. A. Q. M.
Augusta. Ang. 20. 1*3
tsep2

Boston.
ProposiK.
Sid 25th. schs Saginaw. Crosby, Boston; G A SteQuartermaster General's tffice, I
il«»; Falcon. Sew London.
Augusta. Aug. tSsth, 1*3. J
NEW Y ORK—Ar ditii. ship Albion. Williams.Livwin be received at this office, in b»*.
erpool ;baik Fannv, Herrick, Key West; brig Benj 1
half of the C s., until Taesdav, N-pr. 2d. proxiDelano, Baxter, Rio Grande.
tor liinnufaeruriug *590 C it i form Coat a,
mo. at 12 M
Also ar 26th. schs Otter Rock, Cox. Castlne: Kosand the same number of Filiform I'row-cr*.
suth, Lee. Newbury|K>rt; Suow Drift, Snow, and j
will
state the price at which the work
Proposals
Henrietta. Slmvv. Providence.
will be completed, ami delivered, either Sept. JHHh,
« Id 26th. bark Edwin. Nugent, Antwerp; brig B F
Oct. 1st. Oct. 15th or Nov. 1st, at Portiaud, Augusta
Nash. Ramsdell, Marseille*; Sarah Flag/. Katnbul!,
or Haugor.
Tarragona: achs Susan. Beams Boston ; Sarab. Ben- :
Sample garment* may be see® at tills office.
son. Philadelphia.
My order or tin* Governor,
Yl-*i cld 26th, shlii Robert Treat, for Londonderry ; !
F. M. SABINE, A Q. M G.
aug&titd
brig Pitinoiuiock. Barues, Boston
Ar '>tn. brig Baron de t'ustiiic, St Pierre.
IVotitT oT Forcflbfare.
NEW LoNDoN Ar 24th, brig B Young, Cook,
J
Calais.
is hereby given that the subscriber, JoshNEW HAVEN—Ar 26th, sell Alvarado, Ailing, !
ua R. Ilawkc*, of Windham, in the County ot
Calais.
t uinherland and State of Maim-, claims by mortgage,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 26tli, schs It Baker, Jr, Kel- J twh certain tracts of laud and the building* thereon,
lev. Baltimore; Mary Eliza, Albany.
situate in said Windtiam. being the same conveyed in
1*A WTI t K FT—Ar 26th, sch James Parker. Gilmortgage to Frauk D. llan^on by Samuel R. Kemp,
dersleeve. Rondout.
bv his (let<d or May 5th. A. D. 1857, recorded in the
BRISTOL—A rSftil, sch John M Parker, King,
Cumberland Registry of I>c«*ds, book 299, page 2d6,
New York.
which mortgage was duly assigned to me by the said
N EWPORT—Ar 26th, sch Elizabeth, Kemick, Ells- j Frank D. Hanson, tin- 14th day of June. A. D. MoB,
ven*.

“i^'Tlic Argus refers to the uuiuIht of men
employed in the State Department at Washington, and the large mtmlier of recruits they
have Airnished, either in person or by proxy,

here, it

SPOKE*.
An* 23.1, t»t 41. Ion (W. .hip Kite A Clark. (of Waldoboro) dismasted, malting for ihtslou under jury

_

ed to.

Squeezing Power—We saw qulteacrowd
near
Casco Bank yesterday, trying their
strength on a squeezing machine, the dial of
which indicated the number of pounds of
stredgth exerted. The average was alxiut 100

Baker, Hamilton, from

Sld from Nice 7th inst, Crusoe, Williams, New
York.
Ar at Madeira 28th alt, Maaonsic, Terry, Bangor,
(and in port Aug 2.)
Sld from Bathacst RG July 20, Courier, James, for
London.

Gardiner,

ol

recently a resident of Pitts ton, under
temporary depression and aberration of inind,
committed suicide on Saturday morning Last,
by hanging himself in his barn.
Jty* The report of the capture of half the
1st New Jersey regiment by the reliels under
Jackson, on tile retreat to the Kappahaunock
Inst week, has happily turned out unfounded.
The loss of the regiment was l&rty-ouc, including Lieut. Col. Karge, severely wounded
and a prisoner.
£y* liev. Dr. Tappan. of this city, was
thrown from a carriage while riding, a day or
His injuries are such that he is
two since.

Success, Aaiken, from

Boston.

but until

young man from this city, a short
enlisted as a recruit aud went to
since,
city,
Augusta, where he received his pay and bounbeen for a long time, and is now, in the emhe would send one hundred
ploy of Calvin Edwards & Co., lias four sons ty. He thought
a
in the service of liis country. One of them is "and seventy dollars to bus family here by
young man of his acquaintance last Wedeesin the 10th Maine Regiment, and was wounded
day. Afterwards his suspicions w ere aroused,
in the hand in tin; late battle at Culpepper.
and when the train left Augusta he saw hi*
Another in the Maine R!tU; a third in thu
and he stepped on
17th; and the fourth is on board the U. S. friend get on to the enffint,
at
ear.
the
last
board
estorooK, ne
Arriving
has
lie
been
ill
enseveral
ship Susquehanna.
found that the fellow had stopped at Freeport,
gagements, and has aided in capturing two
where he took the freight train for Portland.—
prizes.
The poor soldier gave information to officer
Mr. 8., the father of this grand quartette of
the treacherous
boys, is now 47 years old. lie offered to enlist Hawke* last night, anti to-day
Mr. Jonathan S. Smith of this

residence,. 10Q

18(11.

rational

are

ktftnvledge, give us great pleasure

a

to

Itepublic.

our

many cases of the true spirit for
tile times in tills city, as every where else in
the loyal States; which, when they come to
cord.

Child,

the counsel of

that eminent and noted reviewer of the excit-

aulS ’62

Physician

We are Indebted to Stephen Berry,
Z
Esq., Agent of tlie Associated Press, for late
numbers of English papers.

EJT”

at

t^'Consumption and Catarrh, and ull diseases of
Throat and Lungs, successfully treated by Inhalation,
By C. Morse, M. D.,

The Bath Times lias missed us two
IIow is that, Bro. Lin-

Clark hare

visit

\urkJpt

the

in succession.
coln?

A it rest.—We

Sailwi from Mai-wilfe,2,1 in»l, bark
Fanny Hamil:on, V% a«a, lor New lork.
At Rio Grande .Inly 1-t.
Water l.lley, Tilton,
brig
from New
ar.
Aral Salt ( ay II. 4tii inst. «ch Horace.
Smith. St
(mix, (and sid 6th lor Bangor;) brig Geo Harris,
Stowers, Grand Turk.
Ar at Grand Turk TI 4th iitst. brig Scotland Fran:is, .St Ttionias (cld 6th for Halifax.)
Ar at St Johns N F 9th inst, brig Jane
MeLellau,
New \ork.
Ar at lMctou 15th inst. l»ark Hcleu Maria.
Marshal.
J
W
Drisco. Crowley, do; schs Sam i
Boston; brig
Appleton, Teague, and .1 II French, Crosby, do; Atnor
t.
lanta. llurlburt, East
Ar a) do 16th, brig Humboldt. Bryan. Boston: schs
F J ( uimuings, Brilain; Ninth of June,
McDonald,
do; Wm Hill, C rabtree, Sullivan; Baltimore, Dates,
Fremont.
Ar at do 17th, sch Seven Sisters, Crowell, Boston;
Ar at do 29th. brigs J II CrovfTey, Drisko. and J as
Lavis, Staples. Boston; A J Dyer, Rogers, Gloucestc'
T B Curtis. Gregg. Portland; Spray, Pratt, and
Mary Jane. Dakin. IWon.

and that tlie President

Doet. Palmer of Gardiner,Brigade Surgeon in tlie Army of the Potomac, is at home
on a leave of absence of two weeks.
Z

subsequent

August 16, 1862.—tf

will humor his inclination.

days

FOREIGN PORI'S.

j

12th, where lie will attend to all wishing to consul j
him.
First Examination at office.92 00
Each subsequent sitting at office,.60
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 60

partment.

contract from tlie Government to
make about 10,000 pairs pants—all to be furnished within twenty-one days after the delivery of tlie cloth.—[Bangor Whig.

Yeaton, around him.
Adjutant Roberts, is very popular with the
Regiment and all the officers, and then* is no
development of the “red tape” spirit, whereby

Dl!. 1*. I*. QUIMBY, would give notice that In* ha
returned to Portland, and can he found at his Boom,
No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August

fected

built

of which

one

lELECTBD.

AND

ORIGINAL

public

crib

seems.

feeling called upon to defend the
“government employees in Portland,” we will
simply remark that the Argus has a way of its
ow n of being smart at tile expense of justice.
We leant that the employees in one department alone—the revenue department—have
actually furnished from their own families
more soldiers than there are employees in that
department, subject to a dealt. At least six of
them have sons in the service, while the editors of the Argus, all able-bodied men, do little else than sit still, carp at the government,
anil lind fault with those who are laboring to
uphold its authority. More than this, it w ill
Without

be found that the government officers in Portprompt to respond with their

land have lieen

dyspepsia.

money, liberally to nil the demands of patriotism. In this they have simply done their du-

Maj. Gilley who spoke at the City Hall
last evening, is a son of lion. Jonathan CUley
who was killed by Graves, in a duel, about 25

ty, for which they are entitled to no special
praise, hut they should at least he exempt from
attacks, especially from those who have done

years siucc.

nothing but—grow l.

PROPOSALS

N'OTICK

worth tor Norwich.
BOSTON—Ar 27th.

keil,

Elizabeth port;

as

Stronl. do.
Cld 27th. bark Ciidine. Thomp*on. New Orleans.
NEW BEDFORD -Ar 27th, sch Pilot, Eldridge,
F'.a*t Hindman. < t.
Sid 27th. *chs /. Secor, Robbins, and Ellen Rodman. Bowman. New York.
FALL RIYEU—Ar 26lli, sch Lucy Robinson. Davis. New fork.
SOMERSET—Ar 23d. sell Argus, Crowell, New
Y ork.
Sid 24th, schs Wui A Crocker, Kmlicott, Philadel-

phia.

bv

will

alignment

thereof recorded iu said

appear
brigs Lady of the Lake. Has- i Registry, book 294. page 247, to which records 1 hereForest, Perry, do; Beatrice, | by refer, ftg a more particular description of said

Sid 25th, sch Orion, Davis,
TAUNTON—Ar 26th, sch

Albany.
Niantic,

Itrooertv.

irokeu, by
j sure of the

j

same.

fluted at Windham,
*3wll

August 27th,

1*3.
JnstIFA R HAWKES.

Spirit uali'in.
FOSTER. Test Medium. tVom New York,
jm having recently returned from Karopc, will
at .Vo. 3i> ( h-ntnut Street. Hours fiom
sceauee*
give
lo o'clock A. M. to 4 P. M.
Pei sons who desire to w itness the remaifcable man-

C1

White, Phila-

II

ifestation ot printing
have an opportunity.

delphia.

\r 23d, *cln Cniou, Fo*s Boston ;
>1 1,1,1V A N
llci iry < lav. Blaisdell, Providence.
Sld’24th, sehs Alice R Stratton, Boston; (Quickstep. Richardson, New* Bedford.
CASTINE—81d 26th, sch Ruth Thomas, Perkins,
New York.
BANGOR—Ar 26th. schs Pierce. Taplev. and F.izabeth. Wasson, Newport; Saxon, Snow, Boston; Elizabeth, Gray, Bath; Aurora, Berry, Sakui.

The condition of said mortgage has been
reason whereof I hereby claita a foreclo-

names

on

the

Portland, Aug. *>, 1*3.

1

arm.

can now

dlw

Board,
Single Gentlemen or Small Families,

obtained
IloR

ou

reasouablo terms, at

No. 99

July 39, 1*51.

FEDERAL STREET.
todlm

can

be

LATEST

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

Prom California.

powerful rain commenced falling
last evening alwnit 8 o’clock, accompanied by
occasional thunder and lightning.
~

A

|7

llrx Ovek.—Two young lads about t! ami
8 years of age were run over yesterday on
Commercial street, by a wagon. One of tlie
boys received a severe, blow upon tlie head,
which

in contact with the
other was slightly injured near the
came

wheel,
spine.

TO THE

Portland Daily Press.

the

Rebels again in Possession of
MANASSAS.

The calls of patriotism have somewhat
affected the even tenor of our office, and it
will take us a few days to get matters fully
straightened. We know every patriotic reader
will In; forbearing when informed that three
hands in the office—oue our local editor—have
enlisted within the last

Half

FEDERAL

No Communication with

would suggest

yesterday.

New York, August 28.
The Express prints the following: The value of Quartermaster’s stores
captured by the

The Alleouamaxs.—We were exceedingly pleased with tlie concert by this accom-

reltels at Manassas Junction was half a million
dollars. This is officially stated.
The rebels were still in possession of Manassas Junction Wednesday
morning.
It is said the rebels had with them flying
artillery, and that they used it against a railroad train arriving from Alexandria.
There can be no doubt that the reliels have
destroyed all buildings public and private, the
station houses and store houses. It is said
they have burnt the railroad bridge over Bull
Bun. but this is denied. In the meantime the
Capital is without communication with the army by rail or telegraph.

plished troupe of artists last evening, which
was their last night here.
They go from here
to St. John, X. B., where we bespeak for them
the cordial reception their talents deserve.—
We cannot refrain from expressing the hope
that they may visit Portland again, on their return.
Stueet Fiuht.—Two men,

by tlie name of
Delano, couHks, ami seamen,
belonging to St. John, X. H., were brought into the Marshal’s office, yesterday afternoon,
by
Police officer Urooks. Having imbibed a little
too freely of tlie “critter,” they got into a
fight
John and James

From Cumberland Gap.

Plum Street, and witli knives and
fists,
drew considerable “claret,” and pummcled
each oilier pretty essentially. Their wounds

tlie

to

Lamb;

after which

Rvprv f.'YY rl:4V«J

they

night.

l.xports nnd Imports Tor July.
Tiie following is the monthly statement
of the value of imports and exports of goods,
and merchandise, entered at this
port
during the months of July, 1861 and 1862:
1801.
1882.
Va/uc.
I'aJur.
Specie* of Oorts, fc.
wares

IM TOUTS,

••

•Total Imports..».964,131

*18,310
51,183
16,230
933,723

Domestic merchandise,.951,305
dutiable
6,524
21
Tree,.
Specie and hulliou,

946.059

Total Exports,.968,350

886,986

...

Merchandise withdrawn from

a

4n,927

Distinguished Visiter.—

in

Mr.

Gilman,

our

pretty tough story

a

cavalry,

to-day. They report iImt
compelled to surrender near
21st, liecaiise Ids force, numbering about 7ixt, after fighting bravely lor
some time, lieeamo unmanageable, and
finally
run, w ith the exception of alanit 7.7, w ho. with
Gen. Johnson, Maj. Win Cray of the 5th infantry, ami 3 other officers, were taken prisoners.
The federal loss w as 211 killed, including Ll
Winthmp of the 7th Penn, cavalry, and 2

Prom Kansas.

Lkavkswoktu, August 27.
E. M. Stanton, Secretary of War:
Major Champion Vaughan, ol Gen. Blunt’s
stall, lias arrived at these headquarters with

dispatches.

(fen. Blunt marched with 15U0
from Fort Scott, August ltitli, and followed the rebels as far north as Lone Jack. The
enemy declined an engagement and commenced a retreat. They were holly pursued by Gen.
Blunt and driven in litter confusion across the
Osage, with the loss of ail their Uamsporlation
and equipments, besides numerous arms, prisoners, Ac. It is considered that the expedition
saved the Missouri towns to the Western border from devastation,besides striking terror to
the hearts of the enemy, as far as the Arkansas
line. Gen. Blunt’s column returned to Fort
Scott oil 22d, having marched 300 miles in six
days. Col. Cloud was left, to continue the
pursuit, and it is not improbable that the main
force of the rebels will la- forced to surrender.
Jas. M. Gkaham,
(Signed)
Asst. Adjt. Gen.
men

account of what we saw at Mr. Foster’s
room, and seemed slightly fearful that somebody would think he was concerned in it in
some way.
It was a pretty “tough story” we
the cause of

nevertheless, whatever may
the phenomena “To doubt”

lie
it

is

said, “is the first step towards truth” and
honest skepticism is hardly a fault. If, however, we shut our eyes and refuse to see; if we
refuse to “put our lingers in the prints of the
nails,”

it is very probable that we may see but
little until the “boatman pale ferries us over
the river.” For ourpart, we can see uo reason

why phenomena that occurred two thousand
since, may not occur to-day; no reason
why wc should not believe the evidence of our
years

senses, as well

own

as

Indian Troubles.
St. Paul, Mix. Aug. 28.
Ten whites were killed and 51 wounded at
New Ultn at the fight on Saturday. The Indians fought bravely and recklessly. Their loss
was considerable.
On Sunday our small force
under Ma.i. r landreau, fearing he could not
stand another attack, withdrew to Mankato,
leaving the town to the mercy of the Indians.
It is rcixirted that between five and six hundred Indians were in the tight. Col. Sibley’s
command probably reached Fort liidgelv yesterday. The Adjutant General of Minnesota
Issued an order to commanding officers to
seize all horses and means of transportation
necessary, on giving a receipt to the owners.
The massacre does not seem confined to one
locality, but spread over a vast amount of territory. it is reported 45 families hail all but
two persons killed at Lake Sliitak,
sixty miles
southwest ol New I'lm, but these
reports are
undoubtedly exaggerated, many persons having lied or secreted themselves who are probably supposed to be killed.

the transmitted written

evidence addressed to the

senses

of men who

lived centuries ago. We are willing to see all
there is to be seen, and bear all that is to be

heard,
little

any rate, and believe as much or as
we choose.

at

as

■

brought

Robert Small, the negro pilot who
a steamer out of Charleston harbor, Is

bis way north.
Why should not this black fellow lie sent
back to Charleston? What right had he to
on

confiscate
either

a

piece

of rebel property, without
or a military order for
If slaves are to be encouraged in

a

civil warrant

doing?
running away,

so

and

bringing

off their muster’s

valuable property with them, how can we expect to restore the Union? how expect our
brother* of the South—those brothers who are
so ready to cut our throats—to become reconciled to live with us again ? If not sent back
now, we take it for granted no rent Union

Chicago, August 28.
John iioss. Chief of the Cherokee nation,
and a retinue of 60 persons, passed here last
night eii route for Washington, where he goes
to lay the grievances of his
jicople before the
President, and to urge the sending of a body
ol troops to clear tin; territory of hostile tribes
and rebels.
A dispatch from lies Moins, Iowa, to-day,
says arrivals from Fort Dodge brings reports
of the destruction of tSpringfielil by the Indians. hmmctt and Dickinson counties are
reported in danger. Settlers are fleeing south
to Fort Dodge ami other places Ibr
salety.
A gentleman from Fort Dodge is now here
to procure arms and ammunition.

man—of those who oppose confiscation—will
tliiuk of holding him from the blessings of slavery alter the war is over. A clerigonan said
to us a few weeks since, that lie wojil
say to
the slaves who ask to come within our
lines,
“pass along, you shall not lie molested while

last*, at any rate.” “And when the
over,” said we, “you would remand
them to slavery, would you ?” “Well,” said
lie,
“that would be it questionfor consideration.'”
Now upon the same principle, why not say to
Small, the negro pilot, because you brought off
the

war

war

is

Guerillas Routed.
25.
Maj. I.i'ilerts, of the first batlalliou of the
Phli Illinois Cavalry, with 130 men, were attacked by a body of guerillas 350 strong, under
l’irate Ilieks, 30 miles beyond Uloomlicld and
were totally
routed, 20 being killed, 3 times as
many wounded and a number taken prisoners
Sixty horses, seventy stand of arms, and al
their camp equipage captured. The survivors
scattered in utter confusion and will not
probably rr-organize. Tin* ati'air wits a complete
success lor Maj. I.cflbrt, and little more trouble
Heed Is' apprehended .. lliek’s baud.
Reports i'roni all directions are encouraging.
Wherever secreted the guerillas are
speedily
hunted out and vigorously dealt with.

rebel steamer we will protect you till the
is over; then we will return you to the
South, as a peace offering lo our brothers, that
they may hang and quarter you !”
war

tProvidence Journal.

-('an have

sent to Old Capitol
principality bush-whackers,

I’a id to each recruit

$75 in
New York Market.

Naval stores quiet.
firm; Flour 8s 6d
Freights to
G rain 13 a 13jd, in bulk and ships bags.

Liverpool

:

From Missouri.
St. I .oris, Aug. 28.
Gen. Schotiield hits issued an order
assessing
$500,000 on secessionists and Southern sympathizers in St. Louis county;—the money to
be collected without delay, and used in clothing, aiming and subsisting the enrolled militia
while, in active service, and providing for the
support ol such families of militia as may be

left, destitute.

a

McGilvery,
applied

men, if

A

for

ADVANCE,

before leaving the .State.

Now ig the last chance—

war.

N. It.—Members of the Battery
picket duty.

arc

exempted from

Office 27 Market Square,

Proposals for Subsistence.

the 3d

4s;

100

44

NEVER!

Portland, Aug. 26, 1862.

STATE

OmcK, I
Augusta, Aug. 25, 1362.}
GENERAL ORDER No. 38.
The time for the meeting of companies of enrolled
militia, for making a draft, shall be Wednesday, the
tenth day of September, 1*62. at nine o'clock in the
forenoon, instead of Wednesday the 3d.

COAL

~t
k TUBS Choice Vermont BUTTER,
JLVJvF ISO boxes
CHEESE.
Just received aud for sale

quality,

aug4d4w

and

head

at

jjfolassc"* and Sugar.

of

Maine

Whf.

HHDS. Carden a* Molasses,
‘An do. Muscavado do.
100 boxes II. B. Sugar,
For sale by JOHN LYNCH 4 CO.
je23—3m

the shortest notice.

JAM EX P

SLEEPER,

FURNISHING

UNDERTAKER,
Exchange Street, Portland,

No. Ill

rear of 411
on hand

Congress Street, keeirs

stantly

Picture Frames,

FRAMES,

Looking

Glasses.

JUST

FOR

complete

a

list.

ROSEWOOD

Constantly

on

<jJ

Just

published,

in

a

scaled

Envelope.

TUR K 81X CKXT8.

LECTURE ON THE N ATURE. TREATMENT
lV AM> RADICAL CUKKot Spermatorrhoea or
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Emissions, Sexual
Debility, and I m pent i me lit? t«» Marriage generally,
Ncrvousne-s, Consumption, KpIIepay and Kite; Men4

tal and

I'hvsical

Incapacity, resulting

from

Self-

Abuse, &c—By UOBTJ. CULVEKWELL, M. D.,
Author of the Guken Book, Ac.,
‘•A

Boon

to

Thousand* of

I 1 e

e it

in e

n,

Practical

Truss

THOMAS

Fitter.

«J.

LOKINO,
DRUGGIST,

TWELVE
You

can

One iUoutliS

HOURS!

l*liolo^i:i|>hi<'

l iiiiiits.

Sul’A

THE ANNUAL PICNIC EXCURSION
-OK THE-

Hom'uimmI. Itlsirk VVnluiii ami
Oak i|«ulilini:>>.

FREE STREET SABBATH SCHOOL

lowest cash

\Ttrade.

Island.

order

fill IK Steamer Favorite will leave Sturdivant's
1 Wharf, loot of Park Street, at 7j o’clock, rut-

by

Ship

in

«|iiuntitic^* to suit the
Moulding* made and finished to
MOUU1SON CO.,
Market Square.

prices,

I*li<»f»tfi-a|»lii<' Ooodtt

< 1SK1.V.

\ (iM iiijrak.

stock in this department is complete, comprising ever) article used in the art.
MORRISON & CO.,
junc24dtfw3t
28, Market Square.

OUU

j

OI<l Frames

|

AND RENEWED by
iV
To

Boston, Mass.,

BMaill,
MOltUlSON & CO.

your order
consisting of a

All mode

by hand,

Cumberland Ceuter, August 12,18d2.

ul3eod2vvd & wit

It alrli Found.
the Tie Nic <.rounds, near this Village, The
owner can have the same bv
prov ing property
and
B. 1>. FA It Nil AM.
paving charges.
Subutticvillc, Aug. 15, 1802.
augl5d3t&wit

ON

the Celebration.
The Hon. WILLIAM WILLIS. President of the

Maine Historical Society, will then make a brief historical statement, and invite the Kev. GKoKGK Bt KGKSS, D. !>.. Episcopal Bishop of the diocese of
Maine, to conduct the religious services in those forms
ot
tin; ( hurch made use of at th** time of the founding of 1 ophain’s Colony. Priuted forms will tbeu be
distributed.
The service concluded, the l'n-ddcnt of the
Historical Society will unite hie
Excellency. Israel Washhum. Jr.. Governor of Maine, to cause the Memorial
Stone to Ik* put in place, l>y the consent of the U S.
Government, in accordance with the request uf the
Maine Historical Society.
Accepting this trust with an allnsion to the Historic Importance of the occasion, Gov. Wchbnni will
invite LEONARD WihiLis, V. Ii.. l*re idem
of
Itowdoiu ( ollege, to take ruarge of the work
Addressing Gen. TOTTEN. or ( apt. T. L CASEY
the officer in eliargc, and
receiving in n-plv the asseut of the Goverunieut. Hr. WOODS will
the
Masonic Fraternity to cause the Memorial Stone to
be nut into its place, with the
forms of
appropriate
their ancient order. Hon. JOSIAI1 II. DRl’MMnND
Gnand Master of the Grand Lodge of Maine will
then proceed with the ccremonv. and its conclusion
wili be followed by appropriate Music. This will bo
followed by an address hv JOHN A.
TOOK. Em, of
Portland, the orator of the day.
From the Fort the
eora|mny will march to the pavilion where Judge Kent, of
will preaide. assl*t«*d by »ico Presidents, one from each
CountvJ * u
follow*:

lfangar,

York—Hon. P. Kastman.
umberland—Hon. John B. Brown,
Lincoln—Hon. Isaac Heed,
Hancock—Hon. Aulrrw Pctcra,
Wa biiijrton—Hon. Aaron liavden,
Kennebec—Hon. Joseph H. William*,
Oxford—Dr. Ixaiah It Bradb r,
Penob*cot—Hon. William < Ilammatt,
Somerset—Hon. Abner C'oburu,
Waldo—Hon William ii.
roshy,
Franklin—Hon. Samuel Belcher,
Pi*cata<|iii*—Hon. John II. Rice,
Androscoggin—A. D. Lockwood, Esq.,
Sagadahoc—Hon. B.
Bailey,
C

Aroostook—lion. E. Woodbury,
Knox—Hon. S. A. Farwell.

Cieorjre Popham Sewall.

In response to appropriate sentiments, speeches
will be made by eminent men from different parts of
the L'uitcd State* and British Provinces.
Per order of the Ex. Committee,
EDWARD BALLARD, Sec y.
An*. 2fc-td

UNION FOREVER!

Latest from

Headquarters

!

dress

a

at the

Ottawa

AT

UV1ULT.IG1VS,

suit,

TOTAL ADVANCE OF $»*0.

Tailoring Establishment

of

A

Bounty

$75

163 Middle Street.

Lt*0,

at the Close of the War.

MILITARY

Exohunge Street,

No.

GREAT EXCITEMENT

A

A. I>. REEVES
dly

House, Cushing’s Island.

ON and after Mondar. August 4th,
the Steamer Tl'I E will h ave t.raud
Trunk Depot Wharf 6, 8 and 10 A.
M.; and 1, 3. 5 and 7 1‘. M. Returning, leave the
I .-land at Hi, 0 and ID A. M.; and 2, 4 and 0 1*. 31.
tJT lit TV El.s 12] CENTS EACH WAY.
uuirlltf
-•

Gilt Frames.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
size or style desired—latest patterns and best
workmanship- made to order by
MOKKISON It CO., 26. Market Square.

I^OH

To residents

HOODS,

Of every description,

wife, aud 50 cents for each child.

week for

Cay

of Cortland having families, SI per

and rations from date of enlistment.

service three years unless
cal attendance free.

Fay from $13

acres

EOH SALE AT BURLEIGH'S.

Term ol
Medi-

$22 pt*r .Month.

to

sixty

One hundred aud

discharged.

sooner

of I.and at the

Summer

Clothing

close
It

of the War.

wiling, regardless

of

Cost,

—

AT
Adjutant

BURLEIGH'S.

WILLIAM II. LARRAltKE.
Recruiting Officer.

tlT Recruiting Office, foot of Exchange Street,
Duran’s ( lothing Store.
augllkltf

MILITARY

over

SAVE THE PIECES!
FIVE FEU CENT. l)IM Ol\T

UNIFORMS,

officers, made to order, from the best material,
ith dispatch, and at low prices.

For
w

Richards' Combined Glue and Cement

TAXES FOR 3 80-A.
by ordinance

Tl»e time alllowed

Five

Per Cent.
—

Will

of the

Discount
expire

on

city

for

save ten times its cost to any family using
it to repair furniture, Hit*.*, {'rockery ««#i
Stone Harr. Wholesale ami retail bv
iscod3w
Ci. L. BAILEY, 42 Exchange Street.

WILL

Taxes,

on

Coals,

—

Til U R SI)AY

N E X

T,

SliirtN,

No.

U7

Gentlemen’s

DINING SALOON.
-Ever
14

and 10 Exchange

MOFFOTT’S,

Market

AMOS SMITH,

COH

and Wholesale Dealers in

Nos. 51 and 50 Middle

BILL

aug20d&w?f

EXTRA

A

PASTRY.
Custard

Pie,.•'»
Apple lie.. »•
lie,.(J
Squash
Mmce lie,.ti

THOMAS, Mayor.

which will be sold so
isfaction to the purchaser.

DISHES.
Cold Pr’d Corned Beef, 18
Be« t"s Tettgni f.
IK
Mutton ( hop,.18

RELISHES.
Tomatoes.ft
Cucumbers,.
Onions,.»;

Squash,.0

DR IX \ s.
l ea. 8
Porter. A

at low rates at

28 MaKKCT Sql' AKE.

as

to warrant entire sat-

OI K STOCK OF CLOTHS
ANI» TRIMMING GOODS

Halibut,.15

Coffie.*?
5
Draught Ale, ..«

CONSTANT supply of Inst Extra Deep Gold

Leaf, and

**

PVDDIXGS.

tin llsiml.

be obtaiued at-

FARE I
ORDER.
Beef Steak.2ft
Ham and Eggs.25
Fried Mackerel.16
Cod Ash.15

B(HI. ED.

Mutton, with
Cnpcr Sauce,. 25
Boiled Hum,.Ik
Boiled

Notice.

SEALED

cau

unlimited iu quantity, quality or price, and will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

Are

Portland.

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

Mayou’h Okkick, Aug. 25,1862.
l*R01*t»SALS will Ik* received up to
and including Sept, .‘id, INS. for furnishing tin*
Citv with about 300 tons first .quality Lehigh Coal, to
be delivered at New City Ituihliug—free from dust,
W. W.

Proprietor.

OF

ROAST.
Roast Beef,.2ft
18
Roast l.amb,.
Roast Chicken.21
Broiled Chicken,.37

Dry Goods,

Street,

Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth It. Ilersey,

offered in Maine,

BURLEIGH’S,

Square,

A

Furnishing Goods,

All of

MAM FAfTI REK» \\1) JOBREliS OF CLOTHIAG,

1\

largest and best selected stock of

READT-MADE CLOTHING,

PORTLAND.

and Domestic

I flirt and slate.
augdltd

dly

The

AMD-

place,

WOODMAN, TRIE

Foreign

to order and warranted

METROPOLITAN

Order* respoctftdly solicited by Mrs. Moffott. who
will pay personal attention to the same.
aullMtf

Importers

description, made

WORK,

by

STREET,

Portland, August 6, 18fl2.

IP

MRS. A.

Of every
to tit.

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

98

CUSTOM

Shirts.

you want a cheap and perfect fitting shirt, please
leave your measure for Mr*. A. Mof POTT's celebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the hi st cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest prices.
Remember the

Habits, &c.,

Cut. mad** and trimmed

Treasurer and Collector.
dt»29

O E N T E E M E N,

C

Vests, Jackets,

Riding

A. D. REEVES,

11KNKV P. Lol!l>,
Portland. Aug. 22. 1862.

Pauls,

Ladies’

AUGUST 28, 1802.

Fapitsilist*.

ISALSare hereby solicited till the 1st of Sepa loan of nineteen hundred dollars
to the town of Cumberland, for a term of years, with
interest payable semi-annually.
N E. HIM I'll IIEY. Treasurer.

])IiOl<
tember, for

rny in ndvnnee, *13

UK ESS C OAT, PANTS A Xl> VEST.

club li*et. Elastic Stockings for the^curo of enlarged
vein? constantlv on hand,
rtr i li<* I'oor liberally considered.
augSTdtf

UK or oval—every kind called for. These
being manufactured by ourselves, except those
necessarily imported, we can compete with any market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 2*>. Market Square,
MORULSON & CO’S.

REGIMENT,

HAKIM/)

have made to

For. Hxeliuiiur «V Federal Sts,, Portland*
mitUSSES applied without extra charge, and a
1. perfect fit guaranteed, t luIdren’fc Trusses, also
instruments tor the cure of bow legs, weak ancle* and

The collation will be
spread in the Great Tent, and
admitted to it without a ticket
-The H°u. C. J. GILMAN, of Brunswick, will be
( hief Marshal of the day. with Assistant
Marshals,
who will assign places t<» the various
parties admitted
to the grounds ano within the tent.
At 10] o’clock, A. M
(
the
hief Marshal will call
tfi order, ami announce the
objects and purposes of
no one

Advunri' Bounty from I’.Stntos, *37.

Sufferer*/*

Font under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address.
1*ostpau>, on receipt of six cent*, or two postage
stamp*, by Dr. < ll.J.t KUNE, 127 Bowkky, Nkw
Yokk, Tost Office, Box, 4580.
June 23.
is4nid&w

price.

Bounty from State, *33.

Advnnce

FERRY FROM PORTLAND

MANHOOD--How Lost! How Restored!

.temn?“So?5

Advnnre Bounty from City, *133.

20 Exchange Street.

Port land, August 0, IStfiL

If

Railick with the
Bath, tares trom all
intermedinin
stations at half price; and on the tit.exceed 25 cents per trip.
Tickets admitting parties upon the
parade of the
Fort and to the collation will be 37 cents.
Parties ar
riving ou tiie groui.d bv the other mode* of conveyance will also be furnished with tickets to the
grounds
of the celebration and to the collation at the
same

”*;*»

the

At the short notice of

hand.

No. 69 Kxchnnue Street.

23. 1W2.

ticket.

trains to

E. C. MASOX.

COLOXEL

Drums,

al* eod3w

Catalogue,

B. J. D. LABBABEE k 00.,.

for

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!
SEVENTH

-TO THE-

Junr

con is

A'1*0 run OW the
AndroMoerin
Jr-"h*'f
V?1Prtcc,
c„„ni-cti„E .1 Brun.n

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

Recruits wanted to fill np

W. D. ROBINSON,

MOULDINGS,

91,2.5 down mid luck
a‘“1 To'",h,,u M

Wholesale, at Boston Prices, by

large assortment of Oval, Gilt. Walnut, Ebouyaud

A

or

bJt’£0w»^*“WiCk

d2mi*

CASKETS,

MALE.

Boys’

Our Assortment of Artists’ Materials

which contains

naif price,

Gallant Seventh Maine!

JAMES P. SLEEPER.

Is very

our

8HORKS.

in

Aug. 6,1802.

RECEIVED,

extensive, being of flic best manufacture,
such as Winsor & Newton’s Oil and Water Colors,
Brushes, Drawing Papers, Pencils, Crayons, Oils ami
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments, Ac.
Our stock embraces all articles in this line, and is
the largest and best selected in the State, and we offer the best inducements to dealers and
photogrmpers,
both as to qualityof goods and as to prices.
PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

Government

THESE

Special trains, leaving l’ortland and August, at 7
A M
will be run over the Kennebec k Portland K
Brunswick at 8 A. M., connect lug at Bath
wuh the steamer* ru»
ning to and from the site of
ophnni,
returning to Portland and to Augusta,
'2
**>e intermediateula e* on the same evenJj
ing alter the celebration services are
completed.
will he mdd at
V’”1',be

Hobson's Wharf.

29. 1*3.

Civil
ON

attention to the manufacturing, lining and tninming
of the above, 1 can furnish them cheaper thau any
one else.

A very choice collection of Fine Engravings and
Lithographs, which we shall be happy to show to any
who may call.

Will be cheerfully furnished with

AND

Now

CONSTANTLY ON HAND,
Her and Oval Frames, with French Mirrors; Gilt.
Ebony and lihitation Rosewood Frames, both Oval
and Square, for Engravings and Photographs, at low
prices and warranted satisfactory.

First

con-

Lino,
And will make to order anything of this kind that
be
ordered, at short notice, from the cheapest to
may
the VEUY best. By giving my strict and undivided

Manufacturers of

July

1 k(ik2,

ikaloleatiox

all the various kinds of

COFFINS

Engravings,

A

ou

the

Aiijguit^

anniversary or thk

Toastmaster—Hon.

Manufacturers, Importers, and Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

and

I ritliiy, the 29lh of

Fruit Fans,
GOOD ASSORTMENT of Frnft Cans. )>oth
Glass and Tin, for sal** at Manufacturers' Trices,
By KENDALL 4 WHITNEY,
Old City Hall, Portland.

visiting the Islands, supplied

1606,

6ew_

MOLTH OF 1 ME K tN N KHE(j
KIVKK
Which will take place on

s«l A/jVrvA/ Hi mlock Hoards.
100,000 feet rough-edged Hemlock Fence Hoards, at
£4 per M feet. For sale by
J. 11. HAMLE2V,

Teas*

Residence

GILT

Royal

Seasoned

OKA HALF CHEATS Fine Oolong Teas.
bb*H
50 do.
do.
do.
Souchong
For sale by JOHN LYNCH 4 CO.
>23—3m

CO.,

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.

gang-sawed,

&15d1m

solicited.
180 Fore Street near foot of Hvetinnge.
C ALDER WOOD & BECKETT.
Portland. June 23.
dtf

hods don,
Adjutant General.

ORNAMENTAL
For Oil Paintings

authority of the
Charter of April 10th.

At the site of the ancient f„rt
st
I eninsula of ."iahiuo, at

Lumber.

PARTIES.

Orders

John l.

K. J. D. EAKK.4BEE A

ID 4 21 Silver Street.

k/A/W k FEET

ENGLAND,

l uder the

invite

by

SMITH,

F. A.

of the beat

corresponding

There w ill la* a
extension of time
for completing the draft, and for furnishing evidence
of exemption therefrom,and for notifying the dratted
men of each company's
quota, to appear at the place
of the draft to proceed to the rendezvous, as
provided in General Order No. 32.
By Order of the Commander-In-Chief.

Don’t Ik? afraid
of a
good people! Don’t
shut tip your houses lest the sun should fade
your carpets; and your hearts, lest a hearty
laugh should shake down some of the musty
cobwebs there! If you want to ruin your
sons, let them think that all mirth and social
enjoyment must In* left on the threshold when
they come home at night. When ouceahouie
is regarded as only a place to eat, drink and
sleep in, the work is begun that ends in gam*
bliug-hoiisrsaud reckless degradation. Young
people must have fun and relaxation somewhere. if they do not have it at their own
hearthstones, it will 1m* sought in other and less
profitable places. Therefore, let the lire burn
brightly at night, and make the home ever delightful with ;dI those little arts that parents
so perfectly understand.
Don’t repress the
bouyant spirits of your children ; half an hour
of merriment around the lamp and
fire-light
of home, blots out the rciueiubcranceof many
a care and annoyance
during the day, and the
best safeguard they can take with them into
the world is the unseen influence of a bright
domestic sanctum.'—[New York Atlas.

LEWIS KICK, Proprietor.
Boston, January, 1802.
d7iuis

Rutter and Cheese*

SAWYER A WHITNEY.
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and Onions,

MILS. Silver-skin ONIONS,
tJ 150 do. A1TLES. (Sweet and Sour
Just received aud for sale by

Pure and Free Hunting.

foal*

HEAD QUARTERS,

ka for Meuhimknt.
little fun at home,
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merchandise!
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strictly
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

MAINE.
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Wharf.
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Apples

THE GENUINE

PLEASURE

A Pi

the largest ami liest arranged Hotel in
the New England States; is centrally located, and easy of access from all tin* routes of
It contains the mmlerii improvetravel.
ments, aud every convenience for the comfort ami accommodation of the travelling
public.
The sleeping rooms are large ami well ventilated;
the soils of rooms are well arranged, and completely
furnished for families and large travelling parties,
and the house will continue to be kept us a first class
Hotel in every respect.

WOOD,

MOUNTAIN,
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Waterloo.

HOUSE,

Aug. 11, 1R62.

FOR CASH,

Office, Commercial St.,
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by

EATON,
No. 1 Central

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
II. tZEL TON I. EHIG //,
COL ER. i/NE L EH I GH,
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hhtls. Muscovado Sugar.
tierces
do.
do.
hhds. Muscovado Molasses.
tierces
do.
do.
bids.
do.
do.
Brig I. D. Lixcoi.iv. For sale
llOl’HNI

Hard anil Moll Wood.

hear that Gen. Pope dispatched a pursuing force after Lee before daybreak oil Saturday, and that a portion ot that force, the 1st
Pa. and 2d X. V. cavalry, came up with Lee
in time to retake most of our men that lie had
as prisoners, and two
pieces of artillery of ours
that he had appropriated a little below Catlett’s.
also
They
capt ured a numlicr of deserters from
our side, and 140 rebel
troops.

AMERICAN

&

CHEAP

89
23
298
22
44

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who j*ay cash.

e

Those who may be unable to go at 71 o’clock, can
take Hie boat at Burnham's Wharf, at 9 o'clock A.M.
and 2 J P M
Tickets 20 cents, children half price, to jk* obtained
at Itvron (ireeuough & Co’s ami F. It. Harris’.
dtd
Aug, 27. IK*52.

»

COAL

Trinidad Sugar and JTIolnsscs.
BOXES Fine Y’ellow Sugar.

Cargo

Signs, Banners, Landscapes, Figures, Flowers, Scroll
3w
Work, Ac.
augl3

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

The extreme left of our line is strongly held
by Gen. Burnside, whose vigilance is unceasing, regarding every movement of the enemy.
lie lias sent away to Gen. Pope every man
that could Is* spared, imt he lias still a force
abundantly able to guard against any attack.
The Washington Star has tlie following:—
Since Saturday last nearly all tiring across the
Rappahannock has ceased. Hardly a dozen
shuts a day are being tired.
Most oi' our officers in front believe that on Saturday last Lee,
and
Jackson
Longstreet
quietly took tlie back
track, going round where no one knows. The
entire force that marched east from Gordonsville was about 80,000 men, not more.
Requests have come hither for tlie preparation of buildings to hold oue thousand prisoners taken by
Pope's army so far. They are
understood to be nine hundred taken by Sigel

Peak's

AiUAAil

No. 1W middle Sf., Portland.

JOHN'S,

speed.

Friday next,

ijr» *

GOULD,

DWAVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

rilHEY opened their tent this morning, and the me*
chnnirs and working men have manitinted their
patriotism by responding to this short call in a manner that does credit to the Finest
City.
I he recruiting officers an* men of the right
stamp,
and under the experience of Capt. Toliuau, cannot
tail to be an ornament to the 8utilise 8tate.

The Fredericksburg carrespondent of tlie
Times states that Gen. Pope lias retired to
Warrenton Junction, and has been strongly
reinforced by Gen. Heintzelman, Franklin and
otliers of the best material ol (Jen. McClellan’s
Gen. McClellan arrived at Acquia
army.
Creek at 8 o'clock Sunday morning, with his
start’, where Gen. lluruside met and conferred
with him upon the position of alliiirs.
The
pushing forward of the troops and batteries
lias been accomplished with almost incredible

to

Vf

4

TUB-

-05

SHORES OF NEW

Free

story Houses, *1400 each; 1 fine Cot*1200; 60 House Lots, from 9300 to
*3»»U0; Houses from flOOO to #6000; 2 House Lots,
within 5 minute's walk of the Post office, £360.
MOSES GOULD.
3w
74 Exchange St. (up stairs.)
Acg. 16

In Front of the Custom House,

vutl/.j

64

Real Estate Office Removed.

MOSES

be a

CELEBRATION

-Of theNo.

Street, is to be let, and possession given
during the first week of September. The
\ premises may be .xmnined at any time.
lFor further particulars applv to
JAMES FURBISH.
tf
August 9th, 1862.

Euquiro at

1802.

Of tho founding 0f
FIRST BRITISH COLONY

226tu

two
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streets.
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WITH
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LOELllage.

HAVE REC'CKED TO-DAY

made

Oval, Square or Eliptical frames, with
Rosewood,Black Walnut or (.ilt finish made
to order, of any size, style or design, of new ami
elegant patterns: also cheap Looking Glasses and
plates re-set in old frames, bv
MORRISON & CO., 26, Market Square.

Exchange Street, to
(up stair*.)
at
FOR
SALE,
bargains suited to war
^
House Lots, and Wharf Proliuugfg'
QjjBXMtiint-s,

Messrs. T0LMAN, LIBBY and BELL,

The Alexandria correspondent of the Tribune says, from [prisoners taken in late skirmishes and from many other
sources, 1 have
learned that it was the 'intention of (Jen. Lee
to cross his entire
army during Friday night
and the day following, and attack (Jen.
Pope
liefore the reinforcements from Gem McClellan's
army arrived upon the ground.
During the night Jackson crossed his whole
corps at a half a dozen points atsive Warrenton Springs.
Jackson, according to the programme, was to engage the right of Gen Pope,
and draw oli his attention if
possible from his
left and center, so as to give the main body of
the rebel an opportunity to cross at other
fords than those guarded by us, and then when
safely over, take the risk of tile most desperate
conflict oi the war. Tlie programme succeeded so far as Jackson is concerned; Imt at midnight a furious storm occurred, rendering the
ri'er impassable to Lee ami his rebel
army.—
Gen. Pope could not learn the exact
strength
of Jackson, therefore he did not take the offensive. Jackson, on learning that Lee could
not reinforce him, kept close to tile river und
hushes, and as tile river fell, recrossed and
joined the main IhmIv. lint for tills thunder
storm the greatest battle ol the war would
have been fought liefore this.
I lie same corres|>ondeiit states that
persons
taken prisoners by Stuart in his last raid, Imt
who escaped at Warrenton, say that the
joy
manifested by the citizens of Warrenton, upon
the return of Stuart's cavalry witli their trophies, exceeded all bounds. The population of
tlie village turned out on masse—the women
ran up to the soldiers and embraced
them, although many of them were entire strangers—
the only lu ll iell in the village rang nut loud
and clear, and blended its music with tlie
clivers of tlie thronging villagers.
A burly negro dressed in Gen.
Pope's l>est
uniform, with the stars of a Major General
his
glittering upon
shoulders, and mounted
upon (Jen. Pope's best horse, rode in front of
Stuart as his brigade marched
through tlie

11 llrack<-tt street,
•i 'iii rooms all in

or

Pi<*r si ml MaiKle Mirror**.

room., near
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PUBLIC

lias removed his Office from 29
74 MIDDLE STREET,

Subsistence must be of the best quality, and bo
subjected to inspection. The undersigned reserves
the right to increase the amount to one-half
by giving
three days’ notice to the successful bidder, ami to reject all bids if he deems them unsatisfactory.
Endorse “Proposals for Subsistence.’’
T. C. J. BAILY,
1st Lieut., 17th Inf., A. A. C. 8.
aug2Stsepl

York, August 28.
The Tribune’s Washington
correspondent
has the following: The Rappahannock line is
and
our
forces
have
fallen back to
abandoned,
another position ten miles to the rear. Fredericksburg of course is retained in our position*, and Aoquia Creek, as well as the rest of

fort

Inquire at 21 Exchange St., or 31 Winter St.#
dtf
J. F. DAY.
Portland,July 19,1962.

The

The Line of the Rappahannock abandoned—
Pope at Warrenton Junction.

be

M.SMALL

RENT, of five or six
part of the city.

tile business
this office

Sugar, coff«‘C-cnished,

44

;

there will

dtf

DWELLING-HOUSE,

gallons Vinegar.

460 jiotimls Adamantine
1440
Soap,
22 bushels Sait,
44
300
Potatoes,
3»J0 gallons Molasses.

Al.o IHU Si; \„

Leontaining -«•.
good repair.

WANTED.

day of September:

6400

LATEST YB EVENING PAPERS.

Will

M

Historical Celebration

I
J

good repair.

J

TENEMENTS WANTED.

pounds

94};

at

Applications

utes’walk of the Post office. Kent not to
exceed from $150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42, Post < )fficc. or
apply at tke Counting Boom of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portland, June 23.
distf

miscellaneous.

Cominer*

To JLct*

win i»e received at the jq-ess office, for thirty days, from competent persons to
till a vacancy as an assistant in u first class apothecary store. Address “Apothecary," as above, with
real name and reference.
dtf
Aug. 1, lfW2.

WANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, iu
respectable localities, and within ten min-

on

I

A BRICK HOUSE on Garden at, eleven
rooms and all other conveniences, all in

Notice.

40 barrel* Mess Pork,
44
113
Menu Beef,
"
100
Flour,
2400
Hard Bread (In barrels),
77 bushels Beans (in barrels),
3500 pounds Rice (in bags or barrels),
44
20m0
Coffee, roasted and ground,
44
190
Black Tea.

nois Central Scrip G2j; Michigan .Southern guaranteed 64; Michigan Southern 31J; Michigan Central
68J ; Reading 62*; Hudson 54; Panama 138: Erie 381;
N. Y. Central
Pacific Mail 110* American gold
115L Missouri sixes. 48; Virginia Sixes 56; Tennessee Sixes 67; U. S. Sixes. 1881, registered loll; U. S.
Demand Notes 108; Treasury 7 3-10 104j.

Saturday

store oi RANDALL 6c WOODBURY,
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21,1862.

SEALED

New York, August 28.
Stocks—lower; Chicago ft Hock Island 67|; Illi-

\\

City of Portland, for which from 7 to 8 per
cent in interest will be paid.
Address Post Office, Box 348.
auglftdk w4w

For Sale.
THE Three Story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It is in
good repair, and contains ten finished
If not sold before the 29th of
rooms.
Sept, next, it v ill be sold on that day,
at 11 o’clock, A. M..at Auction, without
reserve.
Terms very easy. For information apply
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premises, or at the

PROPOSALS will bo received bv the
undersigned at Augngta, Maine, until the first
day of September, 1802, at 4 o'clock P. M., for tlie
following Subsistence Stores to be delivered at Tamp
E. D. Keyes, Augusta, Maine, iu such quantities a*
may be required, part of which may bo wauted by

Stock Market.

on

Estate,

Real

on

FOR SALE A TO LET.

lions** to lid.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
Recruiting < )flicer.

aug27—dlw
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In the

the-

Come!

Muscovado at 30,

—

in

and 160 Acres of Land,

Money,

close of the

At the

for miding Uplands.
Fl*»ur—Sale* 17,000 bbls.; State and Western
quiet
and firm and prices unchanged; Southern is firm;
sales 1,400bbls; Canada firm; sales 1,200 bbls; extta
5 15 a 660.
Wheat—quiet hut firm; sales252.200bush.; Chicago
spring 61 11 a 1 19; Milwaukee club 1 17 a 1 22: amber Iowa 61 21 a 124; rod winter Western 6131a
133; white Ohio 140 a 145; new white Kentucky
3
1 51 a 1 63.
Corn—firm; sales 89,000 bush.; mixed Western 00
a 61 for sound old ; 55 a 58 for eastern,
Beef—quiet and firm; sales 200 bbls. country3 mess
at 10 75.
Pork—dull; sales 725 bbls. mess at 10 fin a 11 75.
Lard—very firm; sales of 700 bbls. at 32 a 32}.
Sugars—active and la} higher; sales 1.400 hhds.
New Orleans at 8} a If. ami by auction 324 hhds. at
8 44 a 10 81 per hlid.; Muscovado 8 a 9.
hhds.

place

a

81130.00 nor.YTY

at once

Coffee—very quiet.
Molasses—quiet; sales 10

iltf

On

M E N

Among those brave and gallant
immediately.

28.

with some few rebel soldiers who have recentbeen taken.

Gbee.nvilmc, Mo., August

a

Anotuku Hi.vck Republican Outiiaoe
upon thk Constitution.—tien. liutler has
confiscated the properity of John Slidell at
New Orleans. We do not learn that Mr Slidell had notice of this most extraordinary
proceeding, I hat lie was even summoned to appear
and refute the living rumors against his
loyalty ; but taking advantage of his absence, and
iu violation of the most sacred
rights guarantied in thexoiistiiutiou. his
property is seized
by order or a military commander. What is
the evidence, the new
guardians of coustitutionul rights will ask, that Mr. Slidell has
offended any law ? Shall a man be
despoiled
ol Ins property without trial ? Without his
presence ? Really, some people seem to think
that this rebellion i* p, he
p„r down by sevrity, instead ol by gentleness and perseverance.

was

on

other officers, and 33 wounded.
The rebel loss, including several officers,
was 13 killed and 17 w ounded.
The federal prisoners were all treated well
by Morgan, and liberated on parole.
Morgan’s force is 1809 strong, finely equipped and mounted.
They carry along with them printing materials, w ith which they regularly issue a newspaper called the Yidette.

Senior, thought we
a day or two since,

but true

arrived here

^pluison
the

Geu.
Gallatin

our

admit,

4r.i-.wr

Capture of Gen. Johnson.
Lm isvii.i.i:, Ky., August 27.
Gen. li. W. Johnson, (’apt. Turner of his
stall', mid (’apt. l.ibbon of the 2d Maryland

report is thus brief.

tr-

mil

ware-

Yesterday afhemoon Hon.T. D'Areey Me(iee.a
meinlHT of the Canadian Ministry, anil President of the Council of the City of Montreal,
arrived in the city by the Crank Trunk railroad, on his way to the Port Popham celebration. Mr. McGee was escorted by the Portland Hand and a large procession of citizens,
to stand erected in front of the Post Office,
where he was presented to the Mayor by Don.
John A. Poor, in a few appropriate remarks,
ami by the Mayor was cordially welcomed to
the city of Portland. Mr. McGee respond
briefly, expressing the strongest sympathy for
our State and people, and invoking a long
continuance of the peace and friendship which
have so long characterized the intercourse of
Maine and the Canadas. Owing to the incessant noise upon the street it was
impossible to
hear distinctly what the speaker said, unless
close to the platform, and for tills reason our

told

Witrwl

At lied Bird Creek, Monday ami Garrard
met 150 of Steam’s cavalry, killing 3 and mortally wounding ’2. when the remainder scattered at an awful speed, ('apt. Mullins, of
Monday's cal airy, w as killed. No other federal loss.

house for consumption,.*70,527
988,415
Duties collected. 811,9)1 00 846,973 14

Hoxouto

tl-noiw

dition..

EXTORTS,

Foreign

(lilt*

ill" parties, sometimes mustering Km wagons,
into I’owell’s Valley, Tenn., and invariably return loaded—the foragers always driving such
rebels away as they may meet.'
The correspondent says the federals can hold
the (Jap against any force; that the rebels do
not mean to attack, but think they can starve
the federals out.
The number of rebels this side of the Gap
is estimated at from '20,000 to 30.000,
trying to
join Cerro Gordo Williams.
< »n
Friday last. Col. Garrard, with 500 of his
ami Mondays regiments, went oil an expedition to ascertain the enemy’s position, ami to
force his way through their Hues to join Nelson.
They had otie brush with Steven’s cavalry on the route, luul succeeded in the expe-

quartern in tlie lock-up for

Dutiable, outcrrU for consumption, *1,248
warehoused,. 16,290
Free, (exclusive el' specie ami bullion). 46,595
8dccic uud hulliou,.

T WENTY

New

Louisville, Ky„ August 28.
The Democrat’s correspondent, from Cumberland Gap eve of 23d, has arrived, and reports the federal troops in excellent health and
spirits, and eager for a tight, with an abundance of provisions for fiO.days.

on

admitted

are

Aug. 20.

to

llENKY DL NN A SON,
Exchange Street.

WANTED—$1000 TO SI0.000

New York, August 28.
Cotton—milct ami firm; sales 2600 bales at 47} a 48c

office from an officer at Alexandria:
('apt. Musser'a sou is here, and says his
father is either killed or a prisoner, and that
our stores are destroyed.
I have two trains, hut cannot get out as the
road is probably destroyed.
They are lighting at Manassas now.
A great many troops are going out to regulate matters.
Foregoing dispatch is dated 12 o'clock noon

foraged on when he was turned out to grass
—whether it was clover,
red-top or blue-joint?

were

were

They

Army,

Philadelphia, August 28.
Washington National Intelligencer of today publishes an account of a rebel raid on
Manassas, and adds that the following dispatch
has been received at the Commissary General's

zar

dressed by Dr.

the

BY RAILROAD OR TELEURAl'H

equally practical questiou for Antiquariresearch, what kind of feed Nebuchadnez-

were

Telegraph.

who

Wanted Immediately.
Xf \ MKN to work on Military Equipments.
*J\f

YOUR COUNTRY CALLS YOU!

6th Maine Battery,--Capt.

Washington, August

Prison.

Com<‘ !

Apply

ly

an

an

Come !

Lieut. Brooks of 9th VL regiment, arrived
here this morning with 28 prisoners from Win-

chester,

A discussioQ is going on in tlie Advertiser in relation to whether ten or eleven
days difference should be made between O. S.
and X. S. in the celebration of I’opham’s setas

STORKS DESTROYED.

Destruction of Railroad and

Messes. Editors:—The peace Colonel of
the Argus, when he wrote tin* article yesterday in relation to “Government employees,”
could not liave been aware that tlie employees
In the Custom House, have furnished six sons
for tlie Army and Navy of the United States.
When he can do as well, he eau move into a
Pueble House.
hotel, and keep it

we

million dollars worth of

a

WANTS.'_

__

Prom Washington.

eight days.

tlement. When that is over,

MISCELLANEOUS.

San Francisco, August 27.
Markets generally quiet.
The, new census of San Francisco gives a
population of 90,000 against 8:3,000 last year.
The city is in a very prosperous condition.
Oregon dates of the 19th announce the arrival of Lieut. Miller, with 50 men and 11 wagons at
Fort Willar from Fort Benton.
A
number of emigrants accompanied the train.
Emigrants from Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri,
Src.. are arriving in considerable numbers at
Dallas. Some of them complaining of unexpected hardships on the plains.

5

Mr Open every Sunday from 8 to 1. and from 2 to
o’clock.
jul29dtf

Buyers will do well to look at our stock before purchasing elsewhere, as it was bought before the great
rise

on

goods.

1(33 Middle Street,
JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland, July 22, 1&3.

hlirllmitl

"|^>R

d6tu

Poll).

SALE, by the suh*cril>er. a handsome hay
seven years old. weighs about 400 pouuds.
harness, and reliable for childreu to ride

M.
pony,
kind in all
or drive.

R. W. LORD, Kenncbunk Depot.

July 21th, 1962.

dim

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

[For the Daily Trees ]

Expressly corrected

Emancipation.
day is come,—the blessed day
Long, prayed for by the slaves,—

The

When the heavy stones

are

rolled

Apples*
Apples, Green

Their buried hopes shall now arise.
Their faith shall upward soar;
And joy beam from a thousand eyes
Where never seen before.

parted

Crackers jM*r bbl.
Crackers, p 100.

waves,

!

words of promise true,
Even to these wretched slaves.

Now makes His

Often God’s stern command we’ve
To let llis people go.
Always indeed, if not by word,
We’ve

coldly answ’ered,

heard,

brings, through

seas

of crimson

blood,

These bondmen out to-day.
vain, have pious prayers
By Christian slaves been said;
Nor yet unnoticed fall the tears
By lowly sufferers shini.

Not all in

Tin* I^ird hath heard llis

people’s voice,

Hath listened to their cry;
He bids their fainting hearts rejoice;
Deliverance is nigh.
J. B.

Central—per

MISCELLANY.

bbl.

Sulphur.
Sal Soda.

Camphor.

Cream Tartar.

Logwood

ex.

Magnesia.
Indigo, Manilla, fine.
Madder.
Rhubarb..
Alcohol.
Fluid.

C-ainphene.
Saltpetre.
Vitriol.

*

17(a)
g)
:g)

22
4

6$g)
6$«)

8
4
1 55
ig) 48
10$ a) 12
28 to)
38
1 25 -g 1 75
18 gy
00
1 25 ,g) 1 80
05 ;g)
70
93
95
2 60
10 @
20
12 to)
00
8
1 60
35

to)
4$g)

44

44

Figs,

case.

Orange.
Raisins—
Blue, cask.
Black.
Hunch, box.

Layer.

Dates.
Prunes.

Flour—Portland inspection.
Flour, Sujierliue.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.•.
Flour, Family.
Flour, Extra Su(>crior.
Western extras.

60

suj»erior.

extra.
superior extra.

44

Rye Flour.
Buckwheat Flour p tb.
Corn Meal.
Grnia.

Rye.

Oats.
South Yellow Corn.

Corn, Mixed
Barley.
Shorts p ton.
Fine Feed.
G

r

3
2
2
1
1

Gunpowder.
Blasting.
Rifle and Sporting.
Hay.

llay p net ton, Screwed.
liny. Loose.
New do.
Hide* and Skin*.
Slaughter Hides.
Calf Skins.
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

Dry.

Sln*ep Pelts, Green.
Sheep Pelts, Dry.

I

60
00
Go
00

@
a
a
tr

00 ^
76

8
6
5
0
6
4
2

(*)

00
60
00
00
60
00
50

(a

4
6
6
6
6
6

87 (&) 6 12}
12 (a 6 25’
6n « 5 75
00 u 6 25
6n <• 7 6o
60 // 5 75
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@

rt

9
6

75

1 00

75 <aj
GO
45 ^y

1 00
75
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3435J
11 00 o il GO
12 76 «13 25
9 25 (<u 9 50
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GO @
40 ty
45 iy
20 (ty
14 .31
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(xi

14$

2 25 @ 2 75
3 00 \<y 4 00
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6 00 ^ 6 25
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GO
00

<n)

47J3J

A

64

G^S}
jy

9}

9
90

00

1 27J(«J 1 28
4 4d sy 4 46

LSO, Guns, Rifle*, Revolver*,Cutlery and

generally.

Si'ortino G<*oi>«
Stencil

Repairing and

Cutting attended to

G.L.

as

usual.

HAILEY,

42

EXCHANGE STREET.
e<Hitf

Trunks!
-AND-

Carpet-Bags,
-AT-

No. 105

MANUFACTORY,
MIDDLE STREET.

the
Fashionable Stock
A~*LARGE
establishment,
traveling
prising every description

00

ticles

and
be fouud

mav

1*2.

July

of

nhoro

at this
for a

dCm

ar-

com-

outfit.

DURAN.

J. R.

Courage Invalids !
CLEMS'

CURE

SUMMER
—AND—

Congli Pills,

Howes’

10

3jo}

031

6 ]«;•
IS a}
121#/
15 «/
8 (u±
f»] a)
16

06
19

liy«}

12]

J

12]
16
0

j

f>]

IS

a}

10

§

19
22

22 ]«

Foreign

“.

Pipe.

Sheet and

21

24]
24
26
75
17

25 ty
63
16 ^

^

Wax leather.

Tig. p 100 lb.

a}
a>

7 76
7 75
9 00

(§
a

(g)

8 00
8 00
9 25

I.uinber—From the yard.
Clear l'ine—No. 1.£38 00 (a00 00
No. 2. 34 on (&0I) 00
No. 3.
No. 4.

Shipping Lumber,.

Spruce.

Hemlock.
Box Shooks, (cash).
Clapboards, S extra.
F

Shingles, Cedar,
*•

extra

rizexkxcir:

extra.

No. 1.

pine.

Laths, Spruce.

Fine.
Red Oak Staves..
Mol. Hlid Shook* k Heads, city..
44

"

Sug.
do

•*

country

Country Kill Mol. 11 hd. Shook*....
Dry RifT,.
Hoops..
llackmctack Timber, p tun.
l.litir.
Lime, Rockland, cask.
<\1 oln

24 on a<m
14 CMi a.<K)
12 00 a 14
10 00 q 12
8 00 « 10
45 ••
13 00 al5
(»0
« 82
30
2 5o a 3
2 00 « 2
2 5n ii 3
1 15 tu 1
1 37 </ 1
2o on u35
2 4" a 2
2 35 •/ 2
1 50 tw 1
1 25 »/ 1
1 15 n 1
21 <*» a23
8 00 (ol0
65

%

70

<»

00
31

••

00

to

00

itrii.

Molasses. Cienfitgos.
Molasses, Cuba clayed.
Molasses,
tart.
Molaases,
Muscovada,.
Molasses, New Orleans.
Fortland Syrup.hhda
\iiik
< »'k.

3s
an
2*
33

•*

44

ISnvnI Store*.
Tar (in kejhd p gal.
Fitch (Coal Tar).

Rosin.

Turpentine p gal.
On U

00
00
00
00
00
60
no
00
00
25
75
20
62
00
60
45
75
3r,
30
on
oo

bbl*25

23

3 37'^ 3 50
On
w>
0 On
3 25
15 On a20 ini
2 45 •• 2 5o

mu.

Oakum, American.
Oil.
l'ortland Kerosene Illuminat’g Oil
Machine.
t Marine.
1
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.
44
Summer.
Crund Bank and Bay Chaleur.... *19
44

Shore.
Jj 11 seed.

Boiled,.

9

to

37] 5?

9]
42

75

60 @ 1 65
«,*

,»

♦;•{»»
f»n #»21
18 «**i ,, 19
92 >•
96 to 1

70
65
50
ini

95
90

cure

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrtura or any irregularities of the bowels, all othremedies are insignificant, as compared with

er

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing sore
a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of

or

month,

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.
That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchial affections. there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief as

That for a
Tains in the
remedy is

COUGH TILLS.

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest,
side, or a long standing Hack, the best

HOWE’S COUGH TILLS.
expectorant and ameliofatine agent in
l’hthisic, Whooping Cough, ami Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
That
cases of

an

united verdict iu fuvor of

HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.
CLEM'S SUMMER CUKE is a pleasant, agreeable
decoction of Roots and Burks, and contains not a

particle of
good,

does

By

Opium
and

or

never

as

follows:

FIU8T.

panies

ap|>oiut

proceedings

On and after Monday, May 5, 1862,
rains will leave Portland for Lewiston
ami

larumigton \ia Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Bruns-

:

First—He will cause a box of suitable sire for the
purpose to be prepared, and will place therein in
presence of the company, as many slips of paper as
there are names on the roll of his company, exclusive
of officers elect, and upon the slips shall be written, iu letters and not figures, the numbers from
one to that which expresses the entire number of
men in the company, each slip having one number
written thereon. The box shall then be closed, and
the papers therein thoroughly shaken up, when a
draft shall be made therefrom under his direction iu
the mode here prescribed.
Second—The names on the company roll shall then
order bv the
be called in
Sergeant, and earn man, as his name Iscalled, shnlfdraw
one
of paper front the box, which he shall pass
to the Clerk, who shall read aloud the number thereon, and r<*cord the same upon a roll previously prepared by him for that purpose, upon a blank furnished from this office, opposite the name of the person
the same, until every slip shall have been
drawn front the box, and iu case where an enrolled
member of the company shall not be present, or shall
neglect or refuse to draw upon his name beingcalled,
the Orderly Sergeant shall designate some member
of the company to draw for him.
Third—When there is more than one company in a
city or town, the Mayor and Aldermen ol the city,
anii the Selectmen of the towns, are authorized anti
requested, immediately upon receiving information
of their quotas, to apportion the same equally between the several companies, having respect to the
ntunlK-rs borne upon the rolls. If such municipal
officers shall neglect or refuse to perform the above
service in making the aforesaid apportionment, the
draft will nevertheless be proceeded with, iu the
manner above described, ami notice of the facts
should be immediately forwarded to this office by the

Drug of any sort.

It

always

does harm.

thkik works ye shall know

them."

G. C.?3oodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents for
New England. II. II. Hav, Tort land, and B. E.
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maine.

tETS old by Druggists and Merchants generally.
HOWES k CO., Proprietor*.
iswGtnuol
Belfast, Maine.

A. W. BANFIELD,
(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mills & Forristall,
IMPORTER AND REAPER IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN.

| wick at 11.45 A. M.

Freight

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

2S and 80
ADDISON W.

Federal and 105 Congress Streets,
BANFIELD.

T. J. Forristall
June 23.

can

liostoil.

be found at the above place.
wly

daily between

Portland and

Lewis-

Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stage's leave Farmingtoii daily, for Strong, Avon
and Phillips.

Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON. Snp't.
Farmington May 6,1862.
juue23dtf

mm THROUGH TICKETS
To Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crobbk, St. Louib,
New Orleans, or any part of the

WEST, SOUTH

OR

NORTH

WEST,

BY THE

ERIE
Via

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

akd

Niagara

Fall*.

Orderly Hergeant.

This rnnrl i* riioad guaok *ml it
New and Splendid Bleeping Car*,

rourtn—If the above fluty cannot bo performed before 6 o'clock. I*. M.. it will be continued on the nex>
day. between the hours of 9 o’clock, A. M.. and 5
o’clock, 1’. M., and from day to day between the

r

hours until the draft i* completed.
Fifth—The men who shall not be exempt from liability to enrolment (such exemption to be determined
as hereinafter provided) against whose names upon
the record thus made by the clerk, shall be found the
lowest number commencing *• ©t»e (1) and going
upwards until the quota of the company has been obtained, shall constitute the drafted quota of said
company, and shall be held accordingly, and thusthc
quota is to be completed from the lowest numbers

drawn by non-exempted

provided

with

gu-Ticketa eoid in l'ortland at lowoaLBotGon rate*

same

ar y ou

can

office.

W. I). LITTLE, Agent,
Office 31 Exchange Street.
save money by securing tickets at this
dawtf

June 23.

similarly

Eclectic Itlcilical

JOB

BOOK

PftlTSTl^G

E sta/blish.ment.

FOSTER

&■

CUSHINGj

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly invites ail Ladies who
a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find
arranged for
their
especial accommodation.
Dr. If.'* Eclectic Kcno\ ating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action i* specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will fiud it invaluable in all case* of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with ftill directions,
f>R. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle, l’ortland.
N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attend-

own sex.

Jnil—8m

ance._

Has been removed from the office
to the office of the

DAILY

over

Bank,

Cisco

PRESS,

CORNER or MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

Directly

over the Macnetic
Telegraph Office. Fourth
Story, where all varieties of

DR. HUGHES’

Eclectic medical Infirmary.
Established for the treatment ef those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Milt, Honor and

Plain and

Job Work,

Fancy

delicacy.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for
PRIVATE
number of years confined his attention to
disease* of
certain class.
his
a

a
During
practice be
has treated thousand* of case**, and in no instance
ha* he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
In all cas«**. Separate rooms, so that no one will he
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without
dieting,
or restriction in the habit* of the patient: cures without the disgusting and sickening effect* of most other
remedies; cures new' cast** in a few hours; curt** without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
i* sure to annihilate the rank aud poisonous taint
that the blood i* sure to absorb, unless the proper
remeoy is niea. me ingreaienia are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locallv, can be caused by using them.
YOt'NG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused bv bad habits In youth,
the effects of w hich are pain and dizziness "in the
head, forget fulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

ple

sanity
cured.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DU. J. R. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
nr*"Semi stamp for Circular.
Jull—dAw3m3

5 BUT ME ANI)

fLL

fou GOOD

DO

P

Will be promptly attended to

on

the most

liberal

terms.

ENTRANCE --82] EXCHANGE STREET,

left at the counting-room of the Dally Press
Press, head of first flight of stain,
will be promptly attended to.
Orders

and Maine State

W~ Tbc office is supplied with

FAST PBE8SES AND STEAM POWEB,
And it,

>tyte

capacity and facilities for doing work
equal to any in the City or State.

in

good

arc

N. A. FCcTEB A CO.

July IT,

ISta.

dtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS
*

SUMMER MEDltlNK,

Langley’*

of

STEAM

Wild

POWER

Yellow:

Dandelion. Ac., all of which

are

so

com-

pounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wonderftil—it
acts
directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstructions from tin* internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humors
and causing it to course through every part aY the
body; restoring the in* alid to health and uscfrniiews.
They cure and eradicate from the system, Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so many diseases, .laaiidance in it* worst forms, all Billions Diseases and
foul stomach. Dyspepsia, Costivenesn, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion. Headache, Dizzine*-*, lilt*, Heartburn, Weakness, Pains in the side and bowels. Flatulency. Loss of apfietite, and a torpid or diseased Liver, a disordered Stomach or bad blood, to which all
are more or tow aubj«*ct in
Spring and Summer.
More than 2D,fsm
person* have ton cured bv this

highly

medicine. It is
recommended bv Physicians
everywhere. Try it and vou will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealer* in Medicine every where at only
25 and 38 cent* per bottle. (irders addressed to

Book and Job

Printing Office,

No. 82} EXCHANGE

Fox Block,

STREET,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

The Proprietor* of the Portland Daily Prrm
respect fully invite attention to their facilities for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

GEO. Q, GOODWIN A CO., Boston.

june21d4m

BOOK AND

JOB PRINTING!

STEAMBOATS.
FINII18 desirable mechanical arrangement has now
JL been in use a sufficient length of time to show
that it gives entire satisfaction aud actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring tied
embracing a little more
of their excellencies, and yet
overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair,' aud yet so recuperative as to bring itself into pface with great facilito the invalid,
the aged aud old,
ty. It is
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong aud durable, aud not liable to get out of order.

department,

happily

adapted

TESTIMONIALS 5
Commercial House. Portland. June lrt. 1^2.
the “Anderson Spring lied Hotintroduced
Having
tom” into rnv house, after trial, I pronounce it to be
an
1 am using several kinds
and
bed.
healthy
easy
of spring h«-d bottoms, but consider the Anderson
eoual
if
not
better
than
the Iw^t.
fully
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.
We have introduce! several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apart incuts. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any ami all o the re we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who dosire the comfort of their guests.
W. D. McL A POULIN k SON,
Franklin House, Bangor, 3Io.
May 12,1S63.
I
I

am

am

{From Hon. Josiah If. Drummond.]
using the 'Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and

very much

pleaded

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
EASTPOKT, CALAIS &
Change

Having
fully sari-tied of the benefit of the
"Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” I have purchased
at
five
dollars each, and do most cheerof
them
three
fllillv n-oommeiid them to the public.
Du. N. R. BOUTKLL.
1861.
Watervilie, May,
become

accepted

3Ir. D. K. Frohnck has furnished the beds in my
house with the “Anderson Spring Beil Bottom,” and
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable tiling
of the kind with which I am ncouaiuted.
A. II ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

We also ticket through
per steamers ana railways
for Windsor, Halifax, Ihyby, Fredericton, Sussex,
Afoncton, Skediac, Prince Edwards Island, Pic ton,
.Worth Shore of Aiew Brunswick, Mirimicki, and
Bay de ( hate nr.
August 4,1*54. a 12 dtf C. C. EATON, Agent.

Testimonials

tin* above have been reproprietors of the following public

ceived from the
houses
Pcnobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
Skowhegan House, Skowln gan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.

third.
The provisions of the Act of March 18, 18d2,^"n reference to furnishing aid to the families of soldiers
will extend to the families of drafted militia and nine
mouths' volunteers.

Wiuthrop

Quotas of citi«*s, towns and plantations for three
years volunteers, under the call of the President of
2d, to fill up the old regiments, will lie received
and paid the State and United States bounties and
advance pay, and town bounties as provided by votes
of towns, until the first day of September next, and
not afterwards; and in those places which shall not
have furnished their quotas at that time under such
call, a special draft will be ordered immediately thereafter for the deficiency.

July

House. Winthrop.

jullTd&wtim

I'LAMONS ROIMV MOREY,
Hack Pay, Ac.,

appointed

i

j

ll »R s« n ice in the pr< .sent wai. obtained for Soldiers
and >ai!«»rs. their Widow and Heirs, from the Uuited States Oovcrnincut, ou upplicatiou in person or
to
letter
by

I

BRADFORD A

I

ll,,.u

...in

Z. K.

HARMON.

d&wtf.

Business Card* of Every Variety,
Style and Cost
PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

RULED AND CCT IN

BILL-HEADS

TUE NEATEST MANNER.

U

I'nrfUn.l

.rl

Dion-

run

WVIlVl'C.

Billets ft Circulars in Every Variety of Type.

DAY. at 4 I*. M and leave Iier9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, 1*. 31.

This vessel is titled up with lineaccommodations for
j MM Mr», making thi* tki BMl -|»ee«l\. -a!«- and
comfortable route for traveller* between New York
and 3Iaine. Passage $5.00, including Fare and State
Room*.
t iood* forwarded by this Hue to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Danger, Hath, Augusta, Fast port and St.
John.
Shipper* are requested to send their freight to the
•tcamer before 3 1*. M., on the day that she leaves

Portland.
For freight

lAUflKII, NOTES,

M O N T UKAl,

Weekly
m*

j,

AM BILLS Of LAIIAC.

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES ft GLUTENED

or passage apply to
KM FRY A FOX, Hrown'n Wharf, Portland.
H. R. C ROMWELL & CO., No. 8t> West Street,
New York.
June 28,1862.
dtf

WHEN DESIRED.

I'oliciew PHuIpiI anil TAountl for
IiiHtirnnce ('ompanipa.

Mail Line.

ON F. of the

following rir*t-cla.«*. power-

Deed*, Law Brief*, Equity Cases,
And other

LAW

DOTUMENTS executed with
l>i* patch.

with United Star*** mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. 3!.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

looming.

Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, $35. First C’la***. $77 to £93—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on (iiaud

Railway.
Prepaid and return

Trunk

ticket* issued at
Excursion ticket* to the World’s
back. sis*;.
Apply to Edinonstone. Allan fc Co..

Bronze, Colored, and all other kind* of

reduced rates.
Fair, out and
Montreal,or

to

Printing,
Executed In

ta■ te

to ,uit the moat faatidioua.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

BEST

THE

r COFFINSj
CASKETS,

Our

SHOP

Style* are unaurpaMod.

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

To be found iu thi* city, of every description, finished and trimmed

In tho

Ni'iitcst

<’.

No. :*o
And

II.

II L

UNION
city.

KTRKKT.
any other place in

at

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.
-U. II. B.also manufacture*-

SHOW-CASES, DESKS. AXD DRAWEE-WORK,
description, including Taylor’* SelftSui’POKTin«j Diiawek, tin Lest kiud ever made.
I F’ All orders for Repairing Furniture, Varnishing, Upholstering, ( hair Seating.^ (dazing, kc.,
juloltf
promptly attended to.
Of every

ALL SORTS OF HAND UILLS.
Portland. June W, Uta.

daw

AKE'S,

will be sold cheaper than
the

AXD

Stylo,

AUK AT-

HARMON,

Portland, 3! a ink.
Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute ull claims against Hu* (ioverumeut with
and on »•- r»/ reasonable
promptness anduodespatch,until
the claim is obtained.
terms, making
charge
1 RF.F.M AN HR \ DFOKD,
No. 88 Kxchakgk St..

Portland, June 20th.

do any work demanded in this State.

J. I,. FA KM FIR.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
dtf
June 23. 1803.

Hint wood House. Watervilie.
Litchfield t urner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House. Vassalboro.
II allowed House, Hallowed.
< hina House, < hina.
Franklin House, Augusta.
t'uslinoc House. Augusta.
Abbott’s Srhool Farmington.
F.atott lloys’ Boarding School, Kent's Hill.

FOURTH.

men

ell, will uutil further notice
follows:

u«»w

tcS&eS&a*

ful steamer*: IIIBFRNIAN. NORTH
±
<L T^.frT* AMFRICAN. NORM Kt.lAV.ItKA.
tnBfeSS noufmian, anc;lo saxon, nova M mi AN- will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Uverpool, %ia Londonderry.
Passenger* leave Portland per lirand Trunk Train*

to

to

The splendid and fast Steamship
“CHESAPEAKE.” Captain Sidnby

m*

m

The BchI Bottom I bought of you fullv merits my
and is fully up to your high recommenrecommend it to ull who
dations. I would cheer
desire to improve their sleeping-apartments.
A! sTAI LKS.
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16,1862.

similar

adequate

PorUund and New Vork Steamerw.

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,"
I can cheerfully recommend it lo all w ho are in need
of such an article; and I believe it lo be superior to
urn thing of the kind now in use.
Kkv. K. HAWES.
Watervilie, April 12.1*3.

Is

Fancy Types,

County.

I have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping on
of the “Anderson Spring lied Bottoms*' for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything I had anticipated. Mv w ife, who is feeble, has
bad tio good rest lor six mouths till occupying one of
these bed*. She would not part with it on any acKiev. JOHN ALLKN.
count.
Fariniugton, Feb. 28,1802.

hilly

Book and

Canterbury

one

expectations,

Their Establishment is furnished with all the
approved modern machinery, and their assortment of

Days of SailiiiR.

of (he

From and after date, until further
not ice the new steamer “AV w
F.ng1V * land,' (apt E. Kibld. will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot State Street, every Tuesday and
Friday, at 5 o'clock, P. M., for Ka*t|>oft, t alais and
St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John, every Monday and
Thursday morning, at 8 o'clock.
wIT* row lively no freight received after 4 o'clock
I*. M. on the day of sailing.
Through tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
Eastport with stage coaches' for Marking, and with
steamer (Jueen for Roldan ston, (’alais, St. Stephens
and St. Andretr*. and at ihe latter plac*- over railfrom thence
way for
per stage coache*
for Woodstock and Honlton, which is the cheapest
and most expeditious w ay of reaching the Aroostook

with it.

[From Hon. Lot M Morrill.]
Having w*« <l Anderson' Spring Bed Bottom, I can
ehccrfullv recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT 31. 310 It KILL.
Augusta, Aug. 5.1802.

St. JOHN.

gpyvgr**

JOSIAH H. DUl'MMOND.
Portland, July 23,1S62.

Cities, Towns and Plantations furnishing their nnota of able bodied ydaifcwi, eatltoting for nine noatta
service, upon blanks to In* furnished from tlJaeffi o
to the municipal authorities or militia o!ti< ere, a id
who shall be enrolled at some place w ithin their city,
town or plantation, and on their way to the rendezvous on or before Wednesday the third of September
next, will bo relieved from their liability to a draft;
in lieu of'drafted men,
said volunteers being
and no draft from such cities ami towns, under this
call, will lie made. Any number of volunteers, furnished as aforesaid, h***s than the quota, will be received as part thereof, provided they are residents of
the city, town or plantation furnishing them, and the
draft w ill be made for the residue.
II. Volunteers, when in camp, will bo formed into
companies and regiments, and. a.- far as may be consistant with the interests of the sen ice, in accordance
with the wishes of the different quotas; and companies will elect their own officers, subject to the coutirnatioii of the Coimnander-iii-Chief.
III. In ascertaining tin- quotas of counties and
towns, the regulations of the War Department will
be observed, which are as follows:
“Additional Regulations for the Enrolment* and
Draft of Militia: ordered, 8th. 'l l.at in tilling all requisitions for militia, the quotas of the several States
will be appointed by the Governors among the several counties, and, when practicable, among the sul>divisions of counties, so that allow ance shall be made
to Mich counties, and subdivisions, for all volunteers
theretofore furnished by them, and mustered into the
service of tin United States. and whose stipulated
term of service shall not have expired.”
IV. No State or United States bounty will Is* paid
to such volunteers, audit is hoped that cities and
towns, furnishing their quotas by voluntary enlistment, will not disregard the wishes of the General
Government, that nine months’ volunteers should 1m*
raised without bounties. No Volunteers will be received in lieu of drafted ineu from any city or tow n
that shall pav a bounty of more than twenty (30)
dollars to each volunteer.

Parties interested in any matter before the Committee. will have an opportunity of being heard.
A. K. SllUlMXEFF, Chairman.
j>31 —Ivv

Infirmary.

DR.need

Mandrake.

companies

Portland,
)
July 28th, 1802. \
rniiE committee ox public (.bounds win
J
meet, until further notice, every Saturday at 3
o’clock. P. M.,in Evergreen Ccmetafy.

THE

No. :ir.9 Congress Street, Cortland.
d&w($m7

Sarsaparilla,
Cherry,
COMPOSED
Dock, Priekley Ash, Thorough wort, Rhubarb,

disability

ok

will

had formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the bov’s eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and his e>es stronger than ever before.
This should be kuowii to all persons who
are
afflicted. Although I understand that
the Doctor has for many years, in bis operations on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear, met with eminent success, be lias not deemed it necessary to keep
blazing before the public his surgical skill in this particular part of bis profession, but has been silently
i performing cures,
many of them of a remarkable
character.”
ty Certificates from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operation*, all of which
may be seen at his office.

Hr.

personally

City

facts

a

HOOT AND HERB BITTERS.

superior

Notice.

REMOVAL!

by

cured

BOY.VFOY,

GREAT SPRING AND

prising*

HoDSDoN.
Adjutant General.

waf

BY THE CSK or TUB

in the sea service of any citizen or merchant
within the Uuited States;
Postmasters, assistant postmasters, and their clerks,
post officers, post riders, aud stage drivers in the care
and conveyance of the mail or the United States;
ferrymen employed at any ferry on the post road ;
artificers and workmen in the Uuited States arsenals:
l*ersons of the denominations of Quakers ami
Shakers; justices of the supreme judicial court;
ministers of the gospel, regularly ordained according to the usages of their denominations, so
long as such relation continues; ami officers of
the militia who have been honorably discharged,
are exempted from liability to enrolment and draft ;
aud. upon evidence furnished the Orderly Sergeant
that thev come witliin this exemption, he will cause
the clerk to draw a line across their name* upon the
records, but not rendering the names illegible, stating
opposite, the ground of exemption. A line will also
be drawn across the names of persons claiming exemption from liability, on grounds of physical disability, who shall <*stahlish the validity of such claims
before the Orderly Sergeant, bv tin* certificate of any
Murginm within the county, appointed by the Governor, for the purpose of making such examination,
which certificate shall contain a statement of the particular ground of such disability. Th© decisions of
the Orderly Sergeant* in this regard will staud good
unless reversed by the Adjutant General.
Seventh—Three days from the draft, exclusive of
that day, shall be allowed parties claiming exemption
to furnish evidence establishing their claim before the
Orderly Sergeant, and no decision in favor of such
exemption shall he given unless within four days of
such draft. Immediately upon the expiration ofsaid
period the nam«*s of the persons drafted, ami a certified copy of the record made bv the clerk, aforesaid,
shall be transmitted to the Adjutant General. The
Orderly Sergeants will notify the drafted men comhis company’s quota', to appear at the place
where the draft w as made, on the sixth day succ^dingfsaid draft, at 9 o’clock A. M., and from thence he
will proceed with them by public conveyance if such
can he had. and if not by the most expeditious and
economical method to the pl$ce of rendezvous of
w hich notice will be given hereafter.
In case of the
resignation, absence or neglect of the Orderly Sergeants to perform the duties nerein required, the Gaptains elect or either of the Lieutenants in default of
his
officer, will officiate in his stead.
F.ighth—Reasonable compensation will lie made for
the performance of these duties aud necessary expeuci s reimbursed.
Ninth—One or more competent surgeons in each
couuty will be designated by tlu» Governor, of whose
appointim nt notice will bo given, aud whose certificates of disability, and none others will be respected
by Orderly Sergeants or others in authority. When
any person enrolled as aforesaid, is sick and unable
to
himself
befbro tin- snrgnoan appointed as aforesaid, such surgeon may issue on certhe
of
tificate
exemption upon
productions before
him of the sw orn statements of the party in reference
or disease,
to the nature and extent of his
and of a sworn statement in detail concerning the
a
of
or
same, by
surgeon
good standing in
physician
the county.
men
from
the
drafted
different
Tenth—The
companies, after arriving at the place of rendezvous, will be
and regiments, which will be
formed into
officered as provided by the laws of this Mate aud of
the United States.
Eleventh—Drafted mm may furnish .-ubstitutes.
but caunot be relieved from
service upon
paying a fine under the laws of this State.

JOHN L.

who

Health and Strength Secured,

employed

Uoiiimander-iu-Uhief.

boy

PRINTING^_

long time tlie boy’s eye-lids had
^bcen entirely closed. His case was consid*fpQy*ered almost hopeless. The bey was put uncier the care of Dr. B.. and alter great patience and perseverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he was able to lift lii* eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane
"FOR

men.

Sixth—'The following persons, viz:
The Vice President of the Unitedi States;
The ofheers, judicial aud executive, of the Uuited
States;
The members of both houses of Congress and their
respective officers; custom house officers aud their
clerks; inspectors of exports; pilots, and mariners

The cities of Itangor. Augusta and Portland, are
as the places of rendezvous for the drafted
and nine months’ volunteers.
By order of Israel Washburn, Jr., Governor and

a

Of
show:

CONNECTIONS.

STAGE

Stag© leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdavs, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixtield; returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North .lay for East Dixflcld, Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard, New

Orderly

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELEY,
STATIONERY, TOYS, &c.,

ti ains

ton.

FIFTH.

FANCY

ARRANGEMENT.

BUMMER

companies,

lowing

CONNECTIONS.

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

■U'n\n

active, healthy condition, as
CLEM S SUMMER CURE.

HOWES’

ordered

Tlie Orderly Sergeants of the respective coma memof enrolled militia shall each
ber of their company to be ('Jerk, who shall be sworn
before some Justice of the Peace of the County, to
make a true and faithful record of the
of
the company at such meetings for making the draft
as are hereinafter provided, blanks for which appointment, and certificate of oath aforesaid will be seasonably furnished from this office.
II. The time of meeting of companies of militia
for the purpose of making such draft, shall be Wednesdav the third day of September next at nine
o’clock in the forenoon, ami notice of tin* time and
place of meeting (the latter to he designated by the
Orderly Serge-ant) shall be given in manner and form
os for the election of officers, but there shall be at
least twenty-four hours’ notice given. At such meetthe Orderly Sergeant will
ing of said
cause a draft to be made therefrom in manner fol-

of

In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it w ork and at the same time leaves the bowels in an

10]

hereby

personal

DIARRH<EA OR DYSENTERY

<ir>}

tuaj

9*
10

established, that for the

fact has been

is

leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. M., on arrival of train from Portland ami Boston,
for Wiscasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train'from Portland ami Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on th©
Kennebec & Portland, Androscoggin, and .Somerset
& Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run dailv between Auguste and Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, April, 1S62.
june23dtf

I.

present

a)

heavy.
"
slaughter.
American Calf Skins.
American

I

8J<<?|

VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,

5 (®
fl
01# w
10
1 flo <1 1 70
1 15 •• 1 25
90 a 1 00
75 at
is)
40 v®
70
15

13

Fishing Tackle.

Trunks I

14 00

£ 14

13
13

12J4$

88'S)

days.

Trout & other

DUKAS'S

a

111

GO
65 @
48 n
GO
42
45
60 a/
70
52 aj
66
45 a>
GO
75 ,0 1 0d
0 00 (ty 1 GO

Paris./

@ 4 38
@ 7 25

12 80
13 00
11 00

12

6] <y

Pigs ami slabs.
Sheet Mosslinann.
Sheattiing.
Eirhaagr*

17 00 <a2f) 00
80 00 v«35 00
4 10
5 60

lftj

12\n>

’*

June 23.

96
66
ty
a,
72
a) 70
a
*2
« 19 00
^4 00

New York, light.

Slaughter

WARREN JOHNSON, M. A., Principal.

9l@

Zinr.

on

94
63
70
t\s
tin
17 00
22 00

9}

11 <y
94«/
12* ct

•*

7 75
12 » 0 63
12 <« 6 37
*2 » 5 87
12 a 0 37
60 ty 7 26
6*7 e» 7 37
4 25 </ 4 60
02 ••
2
3 6»» « 3 75}
7
6
6
6
6

oimnuii...

l^rad.

THE

none
none

9 ry
64

Sail.

l.rntbrr.

FALL TERM of this highly successful school
will begin 8opt. 10th, 18*52, anti continue twentyone weeks.
For "Circulars,” Ac., plea><- add re** the Principal.
Parents are cordially invited to visit the school.

84
81

Wool.
Fleece.
Lambs.

none

Barrel, p lb.
Kegs, p lb.

I

2 50 @ 0 00
3 00 @ 3 25

Hard, retail.
Soft,

l.nrd.

FAMILY SCHOOL

@ 2 25
7i<t _8
3 Oft @ 3 25

W ood.

10}

Soring.
Sheet Iron, English.
Sheet Iron, Russia.
Sheet Iron, Russia im’t..

dlv

2 00

India.

8 00 «.10 00
3 40 <• 3 ♦>»
3 »<2 •• 3 HH
07 ry
09

discharged—it

STAG*

Stages

drawing

Varnish.
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
Damar Varnish.

7 60

sooner

alphabetical

Baleing.
*4
Hemp

20

«

75
374
374
25
20

Ob Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.30 A. M., and
Bath at 6.80 A. M., for Portland, connecting with tho
8.45 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

GENERAL ORDER No. 32.
A requisition having been made upon the Governor and Coinnmndor-in-Cbief, by the President of
the United States, for nine thousand six hundred
and nine (960b) able-bodied men, to be drafted from
the enrolled militia of the State, for the service of
the United States, to serve for nine mouths unless

slip

lellow.

Twine.
Cotton
Flax

2 60

^

2
2
2
1

64
64@
2J@
2]
9 00 @ 9 60

Banca. cash.
Straits, cash.
Plates—
Char. I. C.
I. X.

none.

Herman Steel.
English Mi*. Steel.

STREET,

2 50 @
2 124<®
2 12J@
1 20 @

Tobnrro,
G's and Id’s best brands.
G’s and Id’s medium.
G's ami 10's common.
half |*ds. best brands.
half |>ds. medium good.
half pds. common.
Natural Leaf, pds.
Fancy, in Foil.

none

15

7 00

6>

6J@

Tea a*
Tea, Hyson.
Tea, Young Hyson.
Tea, Oolong.
Tea, Souchong.

86

»»

45

@

Tin.

10
3T»
12

(g)

32
2 25

Refinod Iron.
Swede.
Norway.
Cast Steel.

Tailor,

42

Coke.

nid. wt*.

J. H. COOK.

25
18

13 (H)
26 «j

Sort, 18C1.

BY-

Notice.
and after the first of July, Postage Stamps
FROM
and Stamped Envelope* will not be charged at
the Post Office.
jc25if

none

a)

7i

6’@

ron.
<

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

_jo30-—3m_

2 76
2 60
1 60
1 37}

60 @ 8 00
22
15

8
17
11
6
8 50

7 60

Rough.

65
46

4 00

60 %
37 ;a
26 a
26 «
12 ®

6

15

(p

@
(a)
@
4\-*ij

Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
in bond.
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar,
Sugar, New Orleans...
Sugar, (’rushed..
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tallow*
American refined.

iudMtonc*.

Grindstone*, Rough, p ton.
Grindstones, Dressed.

NAVY

Stevens’ Plain-.

5$

25(o}

fancy.

family.
Canada super No. 1.
fancy.
44

TIIE

(IJOOD

00
00
00

7
12
9

Held, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.
Monday Morning and Saturday Evening Trains.

Office, I
Augusta, Aug. 16, 1862. f

Remarkable Case of
DU. II. J.

€i red.

8crofalousT)phthalinia, as the following

Mills with the Penobscot Ik Kennebec Road for pitta*

QUARTERS,

Adjutant General’*

12j

2J@

Western Clover.
Red Top.
Linseed.
Canary.
Sugar*
Sugar, Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
sugar,

67

Eleme.

First

Bargains will be given to those who wish
N to purchase Gravestones or Monuments of any
description. Those who will favor me with a call
shall be satisfied that they are buying a good article
at the lowest price.
8hop on forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cemetery.

36 '«}
68 (a)
47 iai

common.

Lemons,

llopn.

GRAVESTONES.

00

“(small).

Currants.
Citron.
Wil. P«*a Nuts.

Board of Aldermen have prepared Check
Lists of the legal voter* of the several wards, to
the best of their knowledge, as required by law, and
posted the same in City Building—entrance, tower
door. Myrtle .Street. The change* which will be
found in said List* this year, occasioned mainly
l»y
change of Ward lliu* authorized bv vote of the citizens at the spring election, render* it imperative that
voter
should
see
to
it
that
hi* name is
every
correctly entered on the Ward List of wdiich he is a
resident.
Per order,
8. W. LAKH A BEE, Chairman.
Portland, Aug. 23d, 18*2.
Jwd

•agSldlw

00

nouo
nouo

Almonds—Jordan p lb
Soft Shell.
Shelled.

Voting Lists.

Express.

3$

03^

74

Soap*
Soap, Loathe

Fruit.

for making pantaloons last—make
the vest and coat first. To make them lasting
—buy tliat kind of material.

at the office of Princes’

4}

47}

2
Shore.
Labrador.
ScaW'd p box.
No. 1.
Mackerel p bbl.
7
Hav No. 1.
6
Hay No. 2.
Buy No. 8.4
8
Shore No. 1.
6
2
44
3
“(medium).*.

Receipt

ON

12

03$ g)
02 g)

9}

@

12

Herds L rasa.

1$

31@

60
50
00
60
9

Pimento.
Seed**

02
06
00

02 g)
1
11 (g)

12 oz.

Fish, Cod large p quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, linddock, new.
Fish. Hake, new.
Herring, Pickled, P bbl.

Kindness—A fellow who
went to California, leaving his wife to shirk for
wrote
home to her the most endearing
herself,
letters. She w’as finally compelled to apply to
her brother for relief. “Why, 1 thought Jim
was so kind and tender to you that he would
never allow you to want for means ?” said the
brother. “Oh, yes,” said the lady, “he's very
kind; he writes to me constantly about the agouy of absence, and all that sort of thing, but
lie lias never sent me a cent to live
upon.”
“That’s whatone would call unremitting kindI
the
brother.
ness, suppose, replied

Hom y LoM.
the 19th insf., between the Canal Bank and
Princes’ Express, a 860 and u £20 bill of the Canal Bank. The tinder will he rewarded by leaving

4j
2]

12

00

1 00 @ 1 25

pib.

April 14th, 1862.

Leave Portland for Rath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M.,
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains tor stations on that road ; and at Augusta with
the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Waterville,
Kendall’s Mills and Skew began, and at Kendall’s
HEAD

ni,i.vi>\i;ss
A

Passenger ti ains will leave daily, (Sun□BmbgggJ lavs
wHr1
excepted) as follows:
Augusta l«*r Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewistou, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

00
00
60

Nutmegs.
Pepper.

Fi*h.

Unkemittinu

Patron*,
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Mayor, Portland.
A. Spriug, Esq.,
8. ('. Blanchard. Esq., Yarmouth.
Hon. J. W. Bradbury, Augusta.
Jones P. Veazio. Esq’., Itangor.
('apt. C. H. Soule, f ri-eporf.
Levi Young, Esq., Ottawa. C. W.
Wm. Jarvis, E*q., Castine.
Prof. C. K. Stowe, Andover, Mas*.
Jtft Prrmixgitm,
Pres’t Wood*, and Farultv of Bowd. Coll.
J. W. (’bickering, 1). lb, 'Portland.
Charles A. Lord, Esq.,
Kev. Wooster Parker, Belfast.
lion. J. L. Cutler, Augusta.
JullOMWASOw

02 g)

l?g)
4 $«)

Feather*.
Feathers, Live Geese p lb.
Feathers, Russia.

“What d’ye think them chaps ashore call a
hat?” said jolly Jack tar, whose vessel was lying in the harbor of Valparaiso, to a shipmate
eiyoying a pipe by his side.
“I don’t know,” replied his messmate; “some
outlandish name or other, I suppose.”
“Why, they calls it a sombrero,” said Jack.
“The old fools!” said the other. “Why ean't
they just as well say ‘hat’ at once?”

Bor Boys,
TOPSHAM, MAINE.

00

00 @14
50 ("13
« 14
50 (ft 16
00 « 14
00 (« 13
50
15
00 @11

Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap. Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile,.
Soap, Crane’s.
Spice*.
Cassia p lb.*.
Cloves.
Linger, (Race).
(Huger, (Africa).
Mace.

00

2$ to)

13

Commenced

1 66

6 @

Rum, Portland distilled.
Snlerntaa*
Saleratus p lb.
Salt*
Salt, Turk’s Is., p bhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt, Liverpool,.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
(j round Butter Salt.
Starch*
Starch, Pearl,.
Starch, Potato.
100 n>«.

w

BIT M M 1C It ARRANGEMENT.

@ 6 60

8|@

Potatoes, pbrlpiew.
Amdes, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.

Rice

§

k Lore’s, Trowbridge
k Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb-

(g)

g

No. 10.
Navy,
Superior, No. 8.
44
No. 10.
Tent Duck, U. 8. 10 oz.
44

4$
6$

KENNEBEC AM) PORTLAND K. R.

MAL\E.

I

MEDICAL.

Farmington.

9 <jny

Prod nor*
Beef p quarter, p Jb.
Eggs, p dozen.

28
23

04
25
40
25

12
12
14
15
14
13
14
11

extra do.
Prime.
Hains..
City Smoked Hams.

Veal...
Pickles, p brl.
Rice*

(g) 1 30

OF

% 3 00
@ 3 00

1 60
6 00

mess.

Turkics.
Leese.

14
10
11
18
13

03 (§|
16 («)

Duck*
Duck, Haven*..
Duck, Portland, No. 3.

44

Pork,
Pork,
Pork,
Pork,
Pork,

75
00
00
00

22$

15$a)
12$ g
1 20

**

Sapan

44

money

@
to)

13 to)
15(g)
10; g)

yuereiiron narx.
Red Sanders.

Ohio extra.

the

60 (to) 8
00 (g) 0
0»» vg) 0
00 vfi) 0

§TATL

RAILROADS.

AL._

1 60 @ 1 66

Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.

none.

Red

it!”

Portland, Aug. 8.1882.

8$

21$.^)

Nie
Wood.
Peach

The other day Charlie, five years oid, found
one of those curious hone-rimmed circles, we
believe, ladies have named eyelets, and while
playing iu the garden, swallowed it. The family were in the house, busily engaged iu a work
of entomology, when Charlie ran in, with
mouth wide open and eyes distended to their
utmost capacity.
His mother caught him by
the ann, and trembling with that deep anxiety
which only a mother can feci, inquired: “What
is the matter? what lias'happened?” The urchin, all agape, managed to articulate .“‘water!”
It was brought him, when, alter drinking copiously, he exclaimed: “Oh, mother 1 swallowed a hole!” “A hole?” “Yes, mother,
swallowed a hole with a peice of ivory around

...

9

<g)

0 27
22

Hypemic.
Logwood, CAmpeachy.
St. Domingo.
Extract Logwood.

Moreau Gottschalk with having
honored this country and shauied the Canadians,when in Montreal, in a manner reflecting
the highest credit upon him. It seems that at
his concert there, the moment that he took his
seat at the piano some of the somi-sccessionists
called out for “Dixie,” which Gottschalk rebuked by a long cool stare at them (few who
know him are ignoraut of the fact that he can
sure,) and by playing “Hail Columbia,” the
“StarSpangled Banner" and “Yankee Doodle,”
in a manner which those who heard him play
the same pieces encored at the Academy can
well understand.
Good for Moreau !—ami
when he next appears in this city, let all the
loyal men gratefully remember him as one of the
few who have not forgotten their own land
while residing long abroad.

l'Hi\HI,l\

8
8
8
8

Braril Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.
Sav an villa,.

They credit

EXCHANGE

8

Dyrweeds.
Barwood,.

The salesman whispered to Patrick, the porter, to hand him a cleaver. This had, he grasped the astonished John Chinaman with his left
hand, and raising his cleaver witii the right’
exclaimed :
“One dollar a pound !”
John gave one look at the cleaver, another
at the face of the salesman, and yelled out :—
“I take one hundred pounds !”
The bargain was thereupon closed.
So
much for moral suasion.

98

8jto)

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.

O’*

A. D. REEVES,

11$

00

F I C l

00 yr 0 00
50 (oj
00
60 (a) 8 75

2 75
2 75
8 50
8 GO

Hard.
(jround.
Provision**
Chicago Mess Beef..

Drugs and Dyes.

Moral Suasion.—There is nothing like
“moral suasion.” It ha9 grown to be a great
and controling institution. The best example
of the same occurred in San Francisco recently.
An acquaintance of ours was junior partner
and occasional salesman in a Ann whose business it was to sell Ash-hooks, cod-lincs, rope's
ends, and other odds and ends. One day, a
John Chinaman,followed by a train of abont
ten of his countrymen, ranged tandain fashion,
entered tins establishment, and after peering
around for a few seconds exclaimed :—
“Cotton seine twine—got him ?”
“Yes 1” was the answer.
“How much take ?”
“One dollar a pound !”
“Urn ! give seventee-Ave cents.”
“Get out !” cried the excited partner, and
the Chinese population departed as before.
The wild geese procession paraded past a
few times and re-entered. The spokesman,
after gazing around some, lifted up his voice a
third time, ami he spoke :—
“Cotton seine twine—got him ?”
“Yes 1! r

A ND

11 @
38(g)

7

Planter*
Per ton Soft.

20
15

@
(g)

9
9
9
8

Portland I.ead,in oil,.
Lewis Lead,
Boston Lead,
**
French Zinc,
u
American Zinc,

Rochelle, Yellow.

2 75 @ 8 00
3 00 to) 3 12$
2 02 (g) 2 87

Russia.
Mauilla.

do.

ARMY

17
14

_O F

Paint**

Litharge.
Red Lead.

00
00
60
40

86
60
70
12

2 76 (5) 3 00
4 @
4)

Onion* —per bbl.
do p string.

Eng. Vcn. Red.

6
3

4 76 @ 6
3 75 to) 4
3 25 g; 8
35 <g)

Cordage, American.
Cordage, Russia.
Cordage, Manilla.

Choate.

Boltropc,

(filrn

6 to)
2 io)

Cordage.

Gorham, Aug. 23d, 18(2.

inunh

6

82 00 @ 8 00
tt (g)
7

Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store.

Beans, Marrow p bush.
Beaus, Pea.
Beans, Blue Pod.
Candlra.
Candles, Mould p !b.
I Candles, Sperm.
! C'hcetao.
Cheese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.
i C'onl—(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal Whiteash.
Coal. Ijehieh.
Coal, Franklin.4.
Ceffrr.
Coffee, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.

no;—

6$

@

6 (g)

Baiter.

Benn*.

Until, at last, as through the flood,
He made, of old, a way,
He

8 bbl..

Apples, Sliced p lb.
Apples, Cored p It*.
Apples, Uncored p B).
Bread*
Bread, Pilot p 100 lbs.
Bread, Ship.

He, who led his children through

The lied .Sea’s

Press to August 27th.

A«lir».
Ashes Pearl P bbl.
Ashes, Pot.*.

away

From their hearts' secret graves.

For

for the

80 @
1 50 (uj 1
1 65 (<*? 1
1 05 p 1

Lard Oil., x.
Olive Oil.
Castor Oil.
Neats foot Oil.

THE MARKETS.

POETRY.

( ONIiltESK STREET SEHIMKV,
FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.
•

Miss E. L. Whittier,

Principal.

AlTl'MX .SESSION will commence Sept.
8th, ami Continue 1.5 weeks.
Prior to .Inly 21st, full information can he obtained
of the Principal, 849 (’on*re** Street. Hour* from
8 n» 1 o'clock, except Saturday*. After that time ap-

THE

plication

may In* made

at

Portland, June 23, 1802.

40 State Street

2awl0w

